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Homecoming Highlights 77 
By ED LATIMER 
UMR is getting ready to 
celebrate 1977 Homecoming 
with its alumni. A large crowd 
is expected to show, between 
500-1,000 alumni registering, 
depending on the weather, plus 
an additional 1,000-1,500 who 
don't bother to register and 
attend fraternity functions. One 
of the big events this year is the 
25th year reunion of the 1952 
class, who have their own ac-
tivities scheduled Friday af-
ternoon between 2-4 p.m. the 
Class of '52 is also sponsiring a 
dance for returning Alumni 
Friday night at St . Pat's 
Recreation Hall. 
The opponent for the Miners' 
Homecoming football game will 
be Central Missouri State 
Mules. M -Club is contributing 
their part to the homecoming 
scene as they are sponsoring the 
bonfire and the giving of the 
12th Man Award for fan par-
ticipation. 
At halftime of the game the 
queen will be coronated along 
with her two maids. The eight 
remaining semi-finalists are : 
Paula Flint, Zeta Tau Alpha ; 
Wilma Kirn, Tau Kappa 
Epsilon; Kathy Phillips, 
Triangle ; Susan Remley , 
T.J .H.A.; Marvis Ridgely, 
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Michele 
Savage, Kappa Sigma; Dianne 
Speer, Pi Kappa Alpha; 
Johanna Yuhas, Beta Sigma 
Psi. 
One of the biggest events of 
the weekend will be the 
dedication of the Multi-Purpose 
Building to Gale Bullman, 
former UMR coach, teacher 
and professor emeritus. 
Naturally, there will be the 
annual events of the MSM-UMR 
Alumni Association Board of 
Directors meeting and the 
Association's meeting Saturday 
night, preceeded by the Awards 
Banquet. 
Plus there is the Michael 
Stanley Band concert at 8 p.m. 
Saturday night. All in all, the 
Homecoming party weekend 
promises to be a great one, so go 
out and start partying! 
Gale Bullman Dedication 
By ED LATIMER 
As a memorial to Delmar 
Gale Bullman, the UMR Multi-
Purpose Building will be 
dedicated to him in a ceremony 
this Saturday at 12:45 p.m. 
before the Homecoming football 
game. 
Gale Bullman was born on 
August 18, 1901 at Little, West 
Virginia. He received a BS in 
Economics from West Virginia 
Wesleyan in 1926 and his law 
degree from Washington 
University in 1929. He came to 
the Missouri School of Mines 
and Metallurgy in 1937 as 
Chairman of the Department of 
Physical Education and 
Intercollegiate Athletics and 
head football coach. He con-
tinued in this position until 1964 
(excluding WWII), and was 
appointed professor emeritus in 
1970. 
Gale was an outstanding 
athlete, earning 26 letters in 
high school and college for 
football, basketball, baseball 
The fourth annual UMR-DNE Conference on Energy was 
held this Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday. The con-
ference centered on solutions to the energy crisis. The 
above demonstration was upstairs in the new student union. 
By programming conditions, students could "decide" the 
U.S. energy policy . For details on real energy solutions, 
turn to page 6. 
Photo by Upchurch 
and track. He played 
professional football as 
defensive end for the Columbus 
Tigers and earned All-Pro 
honors . . 
As a coach at MSM, Gale's 
football teams won five con-
ference championships and 
earned MSM-UMR's only post 
season bowl game - the 1950 
Corn Bowl. During his career at 
MSM Gale also served as ad-
visor and specialty coach to 
several NFL teams. 
Professor Bullman was an 
active member of the Rona 
Lions Club and the National 
Football Coaches Association . 
He was a lifetime member of 
the Missouri Bar and was an 
extremely popular speaker at 
dinners, commencements, etc. 
In memory of Gale, M-Club 
annually presents the M-Club 
Gale Bullman Award to the 
outstanding intercollegiate 
athlete : 
And now the naming of the 
Multi-Purpose Building after 
him. 
The Master of Ceremonies 
will be Jerry Berry, who played 
football under Gale. Speakers at 
the 15-20 minutes ceremony' will 
be Mr. Rex Williams, President 
Board of Curators, Interim 
Chancellor Dr. Jim Pogue, Mr. 
John Powell (who never missed 
a Single game Gale coached), 
Mr. James W. Stephens and Mr. 
Harold Krueger and Mr. James 
B. McGrath, all of whom played 
football under Gale , and finally 
Mrs. Gale Bullman. 
Every letterman under Gale's 
leadership was invited, totalling 
over 750 people along with 
special invitations. All alumni 
and students are welcome. 
HOMECOMING EVENTS '77 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 
9: 00 a .m.-5: 00 p.m . Registration in Lobby-Gale 
Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. 
10: 00 a.m .-2: 00 p.m . - Board of Directors Meeting, 
MSM·UMR Alumni Association, University Center. 
LUNCH - On your own. 
2: 00 p.m .-4: 00 p.m. - Class of 1952 Activities. 
5: 00 p .m . - Registration recessed until 8:00 a.m. 
Saturday . 
5: 30 p.m .-7: 00 p.m . Silver and Gold Cockta il Party 
St. Pat's Church Recreation Hall. 
7: 00 p.m. - M-Club Bonfire, Intramural Field. 
DINNER - On your own. 
9: 00 p .m.-1:00 a .m. - Class of '52 sponsored dance 
for returning Alumni, St. Pat's Church Recreation 
Hall. 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 
BREAKFAST - On your own. 
8: 00 a .m.-Noon - Registration resumes, Lobby· 
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. 
11 : 30 a.m .-12:30 p.m. - Buffet Luncheon for all 
alumni and friends featurinQ reserve seating for the 
Reunion Classes. Class pictures will be taken. 
12: 45 p.m. - Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building 
Dedication Ceremonies at conclusion of luncheon. 
1: 30 p.m. - Kickoff, Miners vs . Central Missouri 
State Mules. 
Halftime - Coronafion of Homecoming Queen. 
6: 15 p.m .·6: 55 p.m. - Miner Lounge open for pre-
banquet festivities (adjacent to Centennial Hall) 
7: 00 p.m.-9: 00 p.m. - Alumni Awards Banquet, 
University Center, Centennial Hall. 
.8: 00 p.m. - Michael Stanley Band Concert at Gale 
Bullman Building. 
9: 00 p .m. - Annual Meeting, MSM-UMR Alumni 
Association. 
The Woman's Way 
By ROBIN BECHTOLD 
The UMR Chapter of the 
Society of Women Engineers is 
sponsoring a conference to 
promote interest in engineering 
careers for women. The con-
ference, " Engineering : The 
Woman's Way," will be held 
October 19-20 on the University 
of Missouri-Rolla campus. 
Young En~ineer of 1976 in 
Texas. Professional women 
engineers will be there to 
discuss their experiences, and 
present engineering with its 
various branches. 
Attendance will be limited to 
240, and the fee is $7.50 for 
housing and food . 
To open the meeting, on 
October 19. there will be an 
evening banquet. Discussion 
sessions are scheduled from 8 . Correction 
a .m. to 5 p.m. Thursday, the 
following day. The conference 
aims to alert women high school 
students, their teachers, and 
counselors to the career op-
portunities that engineering 
. offers. The national president of 
SWE, Arminta Harness of 
Richland, Washington, and 
LeEarl Bryant of Richardson, 
Texas , will be keynote speakers . 
LeEarl Bryant was Outstanding 
The Miner Staff apologizes for 
an error in the Blood Drive 
story last issue. The winner of 
the participation trophy was Pi 
Kappa Phi with 81 per cent of 
their house dona ting. Please 
accept our apologies and 
congratulations to Pi Kappa 
Phi. 
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Jaml Dutton and his Percuuion Arts Orchestra, the 
eclectic new marimba group of eight musicians who 
play nearl" 100 different instruments, will appear in 
Centennial Hall October 18, Tuesday nlght, at 8:00 p.m. 
Their appearance is one of the Student Un'ion Board' s 
excellent fine arts programs for the 176-'" school year. 
Any UMR student with a valid UMR I.D. will be ad· 
mitted free of charge. 
Three Days' of the Condor will be the Student Union 
Board' s featured movie this Sunday, October 9, at 4:00 
and 6:30 p.m. In Centennial Hall. An admission charge 
of 50 cents will be payable at the door. A valid UMR I.D. 
musl be presented for admittance. 
. HOMECOMING DANCE 
Looking for a good time thll Saturday night? Check 
out the GDI Homecoming Dance at the Rolla Armory. 
II's FR EE to member, and $2.00 per person and $1.00 
per couple for non-memben. The band will be 
"Nickels", and refreshments will be available. The 
good times begin after ihe concert. UMR I D required. 
PIE EATING CONTEST 
The annual pie-eating contest Iponsored by Kappa 
Kappa Psi and Tau Beta Sigma will be held on October 
15 preceedlng the pajama race. II will be part of the 
pregame activities for the Homecoming football game 
against Central Missouri State. 
.. Applications are available In the Music Office in the 
basement of Harris Hall. Organllatlons, get your entry 
In now. A trophy wlli be awarded the winner. 
HOMECOMING BUTTONS ON SALE 
The homecoming buHons have arrived and are now 
on sale for 50 cents from your friendly M-Club 
salesmen. This year M-Club will award extra 12th Man 
Award points to the Organllatlon who buys the most 
buttons (percentaga wise), so make sure you Identify 
.yourself to the M-Club member who selll you the button. 
BLUE KEY 
The first Blue Key leadership forum for this y.ear, will 
be held November 12th. Any non-affiliated Independent 
that wants to go, contact Brenda Ellerbrake at 341-4981. 
The IIrst six applicants will be accepted. This II a good 
opportunity to learn and enhance your leadership 
knowledge and ability. For further Info, call Brende. 
4-H 
4-H ain't jusll-18. A collegiate 4-H club Is now being 
formed on the UMR campus. Planned activities Include 
helping 'local4-H clubs, exchl'nges with other collegiate 
4-H clubs, recreation and social eventl, and regular 
service projects. A program will be presented by the 
Mluou 4-H club at the organizational meeting to be held 
al 1:30 on October 20 in room 303 of the library. YOU 
need not be a former 4-H member to 'loin. For more 
information, or If unable to attlnd the meeting, contact 
Mitch at 364-3489' or Lois at 364-2428. 
ASCE&NSPE 
There will be a meeting' of the American Society of 
Civil Engr. and the National Society · of profeulonal 
Engr. on Wed. Oct. 19 at 1 :00 p.m. In Rm. 114 C.E_ 
Speaker will be Mr. J.C. Bartnelt, the Director of Labor 
Relations for Aillerici Construction. He Will speak ' on 
"The Engineer and Labor ltelatlons." All Engineering 
students are urged to attend. 
RAIDERS 
There will be a General Meeting Tuesday, Oct. 18, 
1:00-8 :00, al Building T-2. There will be a movie and 
refreshments afterwards. All Raiders and Trainees 
should altend. Everyone Is Invited. 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
Inler-Varsily Christian Fellowship will hold a chapter 
meeling on Tuesday, October 11. Dr. Wesley Schlot-
lhauer, Jr. will speak ' on "What Is Truth? (As the 
Chrislian asks-not as Pilate asked)". The meeting will 
be held at 1 :00 p.m. In the balemenl ' of the United 
Methodist Church at 803 Main. All Interested sludents 
and faculty are encouraged to attend. 
TABLE TENNIS 
Sign-ups for S;U.B.'s Singles Table Tennl. Tour-
oamenl are now being taken In the New Student U "Ion. 
Tournamenl play begins October 11. 
CHI EPSILON SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications for the Chi Epsilon Scholarship are now 
available in Room 111 of the Civil Engineering building. 
All juniors and seniors with a grade point average of 3.5 
or above are eligible to apply. Deadline for return of 
applications is Wednesday, October 26. 
TAU BETA PI MEETING 
Plaque signing for new members will be held on 
Tuesday, October 18, al 1: 00 p.m. In Tech Engine Club. 
Election of members will follow . Refre.hments will be 
served. 
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL 
This year's Panhellenlc Council will be sponsoring a 
benefil movie at Ihe Uptown Theatre on November 2. 
The movie this year is "The French Connection" 
previewed by a Three Stooge. short. Tickets will be sold 
on campus starling October 17; or may be obtained at 
Kappa Delta or leta Tau Alpha. See you there I 
SWE 
The Society of women Engineers will meet ' on 
Tuesday, October 18, at 6:00 p.m. In the C.E. 
Auditorium. Jean Shirley from Amoco will speak ' on 
working in Ihe petroleum industry. UMR students and 
faculty are welcome. 
HOMECOMING DISCO-TEA 
The Eating Club. of UMR, CampUs Club and Tech 
Engine Club, wish to Invite everyone to celebrate 
Homecoming '11 with them, Friday, October 14 at 
Campu. Club. The mu.Ic will begin at 8, admission Is $2 
slag or drag at Ihe door. Other Informallon will be 
po.led on campus. 
SAE 
There will be a joint meeting of the SAE and ASME 
Tuesday, October 18, at 1:00 p.m. In the ME auditorium. 
The speaker for the meeting Will be Mr. Kelly Thurston, 
Oldsmobile Diesel Engine Project Manager, whose 
topic will be "Development of the Oldsmobile Diesel 
Passenger Car Engine." Everyone wishing to _Hend is 
invited . Memberships will be taken betore the meeting, 
and refreshments will be served after the meeting. 
UMRSCC 
The Watkin. Glen mini Can-Am Autocross will be 
presenled by Ihe UMRSCC Sunday, October 16. At the 
event will be the regional SCCA Solo 2 claSl champion, 
Ernie Ward . Ernie will be driving his famous blue 
Malda at the event. Also expected to be represented at 
Ihe event are Ford, GM, Datsun, Honda, and VW-
Porsche . Everyone i. Invited to come' out and support 
Iheir favorite team, or to try autocro .. lng yourself. The 
autocross will be started at 12 :30 p.m., and will be held 
at the Wal-mart parking 'Iot on 63 South. 
CREATION 
A two-record sel of the University ChOir and Or-
chestra's Spring, 1977 per10rmance of Haydn's Creation 
i. available from Ihe MusiC Office. The record set costs 
sa.53 and may be obtained al G-8 Harri. Hall. The 
performance was recorded by KUMR and Ihe slereo 
record made by Audio House of Lawrence, Kansas. 
UN IVERSITY ORCHESTRA I N NEED OF CELLISTS 
The University Magnlfical Orchestra and the 
University Chamber Orche.tra are In great need ' of 
instrumentalists whose specialty is the ceUo. Persons 
who are interested in performing should contact Joel 
Kramme at 341-4185, G-8 Harris Hall, or show up for 
rehearsals on Mondays, 2:30-4 :00 p.m. (Chamber Or-
cheslra), and-or Thursdays, 1 :15-9 :00 p.m. (Magn,llIcat 
Orchestra). 
X-COUNTRY RACE 
The annual UMR Faculty-Staff Graduate Studenl 
Cross Country Race is Saturday, Oct. 29 on Ihe UMR 
Golf course. II will be held in conjunclion with the UMR-
Soulhwest Mo. Slate varsity track meet. The race start. 
at 11 a .m. sharp and contestants should show early to 
sign up. There will be two races - 2.5 and 5.0 mile$: No 
priles will be given, but limes and place. will be kept. 
Call Don Oster, 481" for detail • . 
STUDENT FINANCIALAIU 
The Office of Student Financial Aid wants to advise 
all Missouri Grant recipients for 1911-18 academic year, 
that as of thi. date lhe Department of Higher Education 
doe. not know when Ihe Missouri Grant checks will be 
sent to the individual inslltutlons for -dIsbursement t(I 
Ihe students. Anyone wishing further Information 
should write to : Missouri Student Grant program, 1130 
East Elm Street, Jefferson City, Mo. 65101. 
STU CO FUND APPROPRIATION 
Every year student council is charged with the task of 
appropriating student funds to various campus 
organizations . The purpose of these funds is to : 
1) Help new organilations get started . 
2) Lend help fo organi .. lions which have declined, 
and 
3) Assist organizations which are inherently unable to 
support themselves. 
Any organilation requesting funds should pick up the 
proper form at the student council office. These forms 
should be compleled and returned with all proper in-
formation before October 7. 
NOTICE TO ST'UDENTS 
The following is Federal Law regarding the Wearing 
of Military Uniform ilems. Violators are subject to a 
Federal Citallon. 
"Except as otherwise provided by law, no person 
except a member of the Army, Navy, Air Force or 
Marine Corps, as the case may be, may wear the 
uniform or a distinctive part of the uniform of the Army, 
Navy, Air Force or Marine Corps (10 August 56, C.l041, 
10A Sla 34). This prohibition include. the wear' of the 
field jacket with Ihe Insignia distinguishing "US Army" 
affixed by unauthoriled personnel . US Army Personnel 
are nol aulhoriled to wear the lIeld jacket with insignia 
distingu ishing "US Army" aHlxed with civilian 
clothing." 
PREREGISTRATION 
PREREGISTRATION for studenls now enrolled in 
school who will be returning for the 1918 .prlng 
semester will start October 31, and end November 4, 
1971. For further information see the instructions In the 
front of the spring schedule of claues which will be 
available in the Regislrar's Office on October 27. All 
who will be relurning in lhe spring should preregister 
regardless of mld~semester grades. 
CHI EPSILON 
Chi Eosilon has a chapter meeting on Wednesday, 
Ocl. 19, ~14 : JO p.m. in Room 119 CEo 
KME ACTIVE REQUIREMENTS 
All KME actives are required to aHend one help 
seSsion this semester, and three help ses510ns are 
required of pledges. Actives and pledges alike should 
contact Cliff Klein at 364~9947 to sign up for help sessions 
if they have not yet done 50. 
GDI MEETING 
GDI will hold their October meeting at 1 p.m. 
TONIGHT in Rm. 114 C.E . Refreshments will be served 
afterwards. and all members are encouraged to attend. 
E .I.T. STUDENTS 
Tues .Ocl. 18 
Thur. Oct. 20 
Tues. Ocl. 25 
Thur. Oct. 21 
Attention all engineering .tudents laking the E.I.T. 
Ihis fall. The .chedule of review sessions will begin on 
Ocl. 18 in Ihe C.E. Auditorium from 1-10 p.m. on these 
dales on lhese topiCS with the help of the following 
prof~sors. 
1-10:00 p.m. 
7-8 :25 p.m. 
8:35-10 p.m. 
1-8:25 p.m. 
8: 35-10 p.m. 
7-8:25 p.m. 
8:35-10 p.m. 
Statics & Dynamics 
Elect. Eng. 
Mech. Eng. 












The University -of Missouri-
Rolla music department would 
like to remind you - while it is 
close to the first of the month -
that tickets are still available 
for the Nov. 6 production of 
Mozart's opera, "Marriage of 
Figaro," by the Lyric Opera of 
Kansas City . , 
Roll High School Gymnasium 
is the site of the Sunday evening 
performance which begins at 8 
p.m. Seating is limited to the 
area where both sight and sound 
are good. 
Tickets still available are as 
follows: Section B, $4 per 
person, Section C, $3.50 per 
person and Section D, $3 each. 
They may be purchased from 
the Student Union Board 
program director, Berna 
Harvey, whose office is in 
University Center West, hours 8 
a .m. to noon and 1 to 5 p.m. 
Those making purchases by 
mail should make checks 
payable to the University of 
Missouri-Rolla and enclose a 
self-addresse.d, stamped (13 
cents) envelope. 
Part of the Lyric's current 
repertory season, "The 
Marriage of Figaro" will 
feature the Lyric's 1977 cast and 
Russell Patterson on the 
podium. Mozart's in-
ternationally popular comic 
opera is .a joy not only to 
seasoned opera-goers but also 
to those who are trying it for the 
first time. One of the most 
spirited scores ever written, 
Mozart's opera is a perfect 
blend of 18th Century satirical 
social criticism, humor and 
drama . The delightful and 
complicated plot supplies the 
basis for elaborate contrivance 
in the name of true love and 
honor. 
The performance, in English 
with full orchestra, is presented 
by the music section of UMR's 
College of Arts and Sciences in 
cooperation with the Missouri 
Arts Council and UMR's 
Student Union Board. 
THEY SAID IT 
COULDN'T HAPPEN 
HERE 
On October 20, 21 and 
22 The Sound Center, in 
conjunction with 
GOPiONEERWill spon-
ser the largest, most spec-
tacular high fidelity sale 
this area has ever seen. 
Over 100 items, in-
cluding receivers, turn-
tables, speakers, 
separates, tape decks and 
headphones will be 
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UMR Alumni. 
Awards Banquet 
By ED LATIMER 
This Saturday night at 7:00 
p.m . UMR will hold the Alumni 
Awards Banquet at Centennial 
Hall to recognize alumni proven 
worthy in the areas of 
Achievement , Merit , and 
Service. 
The awards are given an-
nually during Homecoming, 
just before the Alumni 
Association meeting . Richard 
H. Bauer, President (!f the 
MSM-UMR Alumni Association, 
will preside over the meeting 
and present the awards. 
The Alumni Achievement 
Award is presented for out-
standing service in areas of 
business or academic ac-
complishment and for civic 
affairs achievement or 
recognition. Receiving this 
award are: Wayne J. Ben-
netsen, '41, President White-
Rodgers Division, Emerson 
Electric Co. ; Lester E. Fields, 
'48, Vice-President-Kennam-
etal, Inc.; David S. Gould, '51, 
Plant Manager, Catepillar 
Tractor Co. ; Harvey W. Ladd, 
'40, Port Director Tulsa Port of 
Catoosa; Bob L. Mornin, '48, 
Senior Vice President Coors 
Company . President Coors 
Container Company; James A. 
Nuestaedter, '43, Manager-
Engineer Oil and Gas, Raw 
Materials Division, ALCOA. 
The Alumni Merit Award, 
presented for outstanding 
service to UMR or the Alumni 
Association or for recognition of 
some outstanding achievement 
'in academic or business pur-
suits, will be awarded to three 
I!Wple this year: John M. 
Brewer, Emeritus Professor, 
English at UMR; Harvey H. 
Grice, Professor, Chemical 
Engineering, UMR; Victory E. 
Reef, Retired Professor, St. 
Louis Community College at 
Forest Park. 
Four awards will be given 
out to alumni for Alumni Ser-
vice Awards for outstanding 
contributions to UMR through 
. service to UMR or to the Alumni 
Association . The four recipients 
are: David J. Allen, Assistant 
Director , Admissions Office 
UMR; Jerome T . "Jerry" 
Berry, '49, Special Assistant for 
Mapping Requirements, U.S. 
Geological Survey; Edwin G. 
Machin, '22, General 
Superintendent and Consultant, 
Heavy Construction Industry; 
William H. Webb, Emeritus 
Professor, Chemistry, UMR. 
A Pat On The Back . •• 
Phi Kap Takes 
Founders' Cup 
The Missouri Mu Chapter of 
Phi Kappa Theta has r~ceived 
the Founders ' Cup Award from 
the National Phi Kappa Theta 
Fraternity. 
Phi Kappa Theta divides the 
Founders' Cup presentation into 
three categories: Large 
schools, intermediate schools, 
and small schools. the National 
Fraternity did this to insure 
judging that did not reflect the 
size of the fraternity and 
campus. Missouri Mu falls 
under the intermediate 
category and so won the 
Founders ' Cup fo~ this division. 
The Founders' Cup is a 
prestigious award given to the 
three chapters the ' National 
Fraternity feels were the best in 
operations, fraternalism , and 
campus activity. 
To celebrate this award, there 
will be a Founders' Cup party 
for the members of Phi Kappa 
Theta and our Alumni , who 
upon all our efforts enabled 
Missouri Mu Chapter to be 
recognized as the outstanding 
chapter of Phi Kappa Theta 
Fraternity . 
Missouri Miner StaN 
The MISSOURI MINER is Ihe ofllcial publication 01 Ihe students of 
the University of Missouri at Rolli. It is published weekly at Rolla, 
Missouri. This MISSOURI MINER lealures activilies of lhe students 
and lacul'y 01 UMR. 
paul D. Andrew (364-9885) 
John Marline (364·9792) 
John Stoddard (364-5598) 
Katherine Kunkel (364-4910) 
Brian Kavanaugh (364·9885) 
Brian Edwards (364·9945) 
Dave Thorn (364·9969) 
Ed Burlord (364-9769) 
Jim Allen (364·8666) 













Miner Office Pho-ne: 341·4235 . 
Staff : T. Ziegler, G. Maurer, D. Emily, K. Downer, L. Ponzer, H. 
Burford, C. Staley, L. Jast, C. Sullivan, S. Sontag, J. Upchurch, P. 
pollaCk, M. Murphy, M. Kolbet, R. Eisele, D. Meister, M. Haslett, R. 
BurcheH, R. Bechto)d, B. Frank, J. Yuhas. 
Arlicles and photdS lor publication in lhe MINER musl be in by 9 p.m. 
on lhe Monday belore printing on Thursday. 
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate of 53.00 
per semester. 
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These are just three of the many typical Joe Miners who helped celebrate their week. 
Happy hour at 209 is the-event pictured. 
Photo by Upchurch 
Are YOU Supporting 
SECOND ANNUAL 
JOE MINER 
~ W £ £ I { HOMECOMING 1977 
Who Is Joe Miner? 
By ED LATIMER 
During this week UMR is 
celebrating its 2nd Annual Joe 
Miner week. All of this is very 
good and proper, but it brings 
one question to mind : 
Who is Joe Miner? 
Trying to answer that 
question, one comes up with 
about four (actually closer to 
31f.,) categories. 
The first category is the 
broadest and could best be 
described . as : Joe Freshman. 
You've probably seen many 
people that fit that description. 
Sometimes even the University 
classifies him as a freshman 
even if he's got over 100 hours. 
His nicknames vary, depending 
on the person. It can range from 
"Nerd", "Curve-Breaker," and 
"You, with the funny-colored 
nose" to "Dormy" (not to be 
con f use d wit 'h 
"SEWWWWWIE") and 
"Frosh". Symptons: 1) 
Calculator on the belt - a dead 
give-a-way. 2). Arrives 10 
minutes before class. 3). Stays 
awake during class and takes 
notes. 4) Talks to the teacher 
after class. 5) Joins 
organizations that require little 
if any work (honoraries, 
professional organizations) 
because they 're never officers 
(but it looks good on their 
resumes). 
The second category is more 
localized. You'll find them in 
the easiest majors possible. 
They never study, and don't 
have to, because they have 
every test and lab report and 
paper since 1950. Still, it doesn't 
help their grades - but does 
wonders for the partying life. 
They often wear funny looking 
letters on their shirts, and a few 
of them wear geometric designs 
like triangles. Their resumes 
don't look nearly as good as Joe 
Freshman's despite the fact this 
second group controls all the 
offices in the organizations and 
despite the fact that they put 
forth more effort into their 
organizations. Nicknames? Joe 
Greek. 
The third group is small, but 
very distinctive. There is only 
one nickname which will not 
even appear because of the 
obviousness. But we'll call him 
Romulo for practical purposes, 
Romulo lives in the Computer 
Science building, or sometimes 
the Petroleum Engineering 
building. He never sleeps. He 
never eats. He never parties. He 
never even takes baths. He 
studies. 
Symptoms: Drives fancy 
American sports cars. 
The fourth category (or ac-
tually third and one-half 
category) is very distinctive. 
They are a very small group, 
but very large around the waist. 
They never study (in fact, 
nobody knows their majors), 
but always drink. Favorite 
color: Green. Symptoms : Sit in 
balconies at benefit movies and 
call each other family names. 
Photo by Upchurch 
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Energy Solutions 
The fourth annual University Go From Here?" just a few of the many tOPiCSv\ 
of Missouri-Rolla, Department The following articles cover discussed at the conference. 
of Natural Resources con-r-----------------------------------------------~ 
ference on Energy was held this 
week, October 11th-13th. The 
topic of the conference was 
"Energy Crisis-Where Do We 
Solar Energy 
By ROBIN BECHTOLD 
Although days grow colder 
and winter approaches, the sun 
continues to radiate energy and 
warmth . Can this energy be 
converted efficiently to work? 
Can a system be designed to 
utilize solar energy in heating 
buildings? Questions such as 
these were discussed at the 
Solar Energy II Conference, 
Tuesday, October 11. 
Approximately 75 students and 
visitors assembled in the 
Mechanical Engineering 
auditorium at 2 p .m., to hear 
these discussions. 
Chairman of the conference, 
Dr. H. Fred Nelson is from the 
Department of Mechanical and 
Aerospace Engineering at the 
University of Missouri, Rolla. 
He announced that four papers 
were to be presented during the 
three-hour session, with a coffee 
break after the first two. 
Mr. R.H . Edgerton from 
Oakland University, Rochester , 
Michigan, presented the first 
paper. The paper was entitled 
" The Availability of Solar 
Energy for Work Processes -
The Thermodynamics of Solar 
Energy. " He discussed con-
vertable mechanical work 
effects, rather than heat effects. 
He presented several grap1!s 
relating irradiation, 
wavelength , temperature, and 
available energy . Calculations 
were done using concepts of 
entrophy , pressure-volume 
relationships, and Gibbs free 
energy. Actual work obtained is 
less than what the sun makes 
available due to the scattering 
and absorption of the earth's 
a tmosphere. The atmosphere 
acts as a very effective filter of 
pressure-volume work. 
Mr. Edgerton says that the 
maximum amount of work 
available from the sun occurs 
when the wavelength is between 
one and two microns. Efficiency 
of conversion declines as the 
wavelength increases. Selective 
absorbers and filters are used to 
exclude all but the profitable 
wa velengths . The type of filter 
depends upon the time of day 
and radiation concentration. 
Mr. T.J . McNamara then 
presented his paper entitled, "A 
Solar Energy System for Space 
Heating and Space Cooling. " He 
is a mechanical engineer with 
his Bachelor of Science degree 
from the University of illinois, 
Champaign. He is an Illinois 
registered Professional 
Engineer and works for a 
consulting firm in Chicago. His 
presentation concerned the 
designing of solar energy 
heating systems as applied to 
existing buildings. The Museum 
of Science and Industry in 
Chicago is one such project. The 
building is 6()() feet long and 300 
feet wide. Approximately 12 per 
cent of the total space will be 
heated by the solar heating 
system, once it is completed in 
September, 1978. 
Slides were shown of the 
heating system's structure. 
Solar collectors will be installed 
on the roof. These collecting 
modules are four square inches 
in size, and assembled in 13 
rows, 34 modules in each row. 
Each row of modules is raised 
ten inches above the one below 
it. A water and ethylene glycol 
mixture in the module absorbs 
the heat. This is lISed to heat air, 
which is circulated by handling 
units. Electric pumps transport 
some of the water to a storage 
tank in the basement of the 
museum . 
Mr. McNamara says the 
project costs a total of $660,000 
to complete and install. 
Assuming a 15 per cent con-
tinued inflation rate of fuel, it 
will take approximately 25 
years of use to make the project 
pay for itself. He says it will be 
used twelve months a year, and 
that the economics look good. 
The two remaining papers 
were: "Barriers and Incentives 
to the Commercialization of 
Solar Heating and Cooling of 
Buildings," presented by Mr. D. 
Costello and Mr. D. Posner, and 
"The National Program for 
Solar Energy," presented by 
Mr. J .J. Purcell. 
Bioconversion 
By RENNY EISELE 
The section on Bioconversion 
of the fourth annual UMR-DNR 
Conference on Energy was held 
at Centennial Hall West, 
University Center East. The 
chairman of the section was Dr. 
Efton Park, Department of 
Chemical Engineering, UMR. 
The topics of discussion were 
Forest Residues as an Alternate 
Energy Source; Steam Raising 
with Low-BTU Gas Generators 
and Potential for Other 
Applications; Bio-Electroch-
emical Conversion of Refuse to 
Energy; Cost Effectiveness of 
Bio-Gas Systems for Dairy 
Farms and Large and Small 
Applications of Energy Far-
ming. 
The discussion on Forest 
Residues as an Alternate 
Energy Source was in- . 
formative . John G. Riley of the 
University of Maine gave the 
lecture. He stated that the use of 
wood for fuel is practical and 
that the wood that would be 
primarily used would be residue 
wood. Residue wood is the wood 
left after the harvest of the 
wood for lumber and pulp. This 
wood is stumps, roots , and 
branches after the main trunk 
cont. on p. (i 
HERE NOW!!! c{~ 
DEALS & TERMS ~ 
~\ On Display . UMR STUDEN) ~ '78 Models BUiCk.6las 
Can We Build One For You?? 
OPEN8to8 
ECK MOTOR CO., INC. 
500 Hwy. 63 South 
Rolla, Mo. SAT til 4 p.m. 
Thursday, October 13, 1977 
Ms. Carolyn Ashford, director of Department of Natural 
Resources, spoke to a large group Tuesday afternoon. The 
luncheon was in conjunction with the UMR-DNR Energy 
Conference which concluded this afternoon. 
Photo by Upchurch 
G & 0 STEAKHOUSE 
6 Oz. 192 RIB EYE STEAK 
Baked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast 
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER 
Forum Plaza Shopping Center Rolla, Mo._ 
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily 7 Days A Week 
~ ............................ ~ 
•• Sc' F" F" N . . • lence Icuons, IctlOns, on FIctions, Novels, Westerns,  
•• Mysteries, Magazines. New Books At Used Prices. • 
• HAROLD'S USED BOOK STORE • 
• , 409 Oak Street Rolla, Mo. 364·4236 : 
• • • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CARRIAGE LOUNGE 
Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 9:00-1 :00 
DISCO 
No Cover Charge 
Behind the Manor Inn 
or 
Short 
We Give The 
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'52 Homecoming: Those Were The Days 
By ED LATIMER 
Well, it's that time of year 
again, Homecoming. All the 
Alumni start pouring in 
reminiscing about the "Good 
old days." and yesteryears gone 
by. But what was Homecoming 
like in the yesteryears? To pick 
a good yesteryear, go back 25 
years to the 1952 Homecoming. 
It went something like this. 
About 1:00 p.m ., the alumni 
started dribbling in (about 200 
dribbled in somewhere along 
the weekend). At 2:00 p.m. the 
MSM Alumni Association Board 
of Directors held their annual 
meeting in Room 107 in the 
Mining building (one of the ' 
newest buildings on campus), 
and at 3: 00 the faculty joined 
the meeting for the united 
annual meeting in the same 
room . During this time the 
Homecoming decorations were 
being judged. The general 
concensus around campus was 
that Triangle had a runaway 
first place trophy all wrapped 
up. What nobody figured is that 
Sigma Nu had the judges all 
wrapped up. They walked off 
with first place for decorations 
described only as "obviously 
vulgar and obscene." This 
touched off several hot feelings 
about decorations ' judges that 
weren't resolved until the '53 
Homecoming . Later that night 
there was a Dutch Treat Dinner 
in one of the more exquisite 
dining halls in Rolla - you 
guessed it, the Pine Room at the 
Greyhound Bus Terminal. 
Bright and early Saturday 
morning everybody was up at 9 
to register at Parker Hall, and 
at 10:45 the MSM Alumni 
Association held their annual 
meeting in the Parker Hall 
auditorium . (?) 12:30 was set 
aside for class and fraternity 
reunions (mainly because there 
was no planned luncheon) . At 
2: 15 p.m . the Miners kicked off 
to Kirksville to start the 1952 
Homecoming football game. 
Six interceptions, one blocked 
ENGINEERING GRADUATES, 
punt, and one fumble later, the 
Miner team walked off the field 
after a 52-19 w/lalloping ,' It was 
rumored that the alumni were 
not impressed. 
At 7:00 the annual 
Homecoming Banquet was held 
at the most plush place in Rolla-
the College Inn at the Edwin 
Long Hotel. At 9:00 the dance 
was held at Jackling Gym to 
end the weekends festivities. 
Homecoming hasn 't changed 
all that much, now has it? 
WORK IN A PLACE WORTH WRITING HOME ABOUT. 
In Saudi Arabia you'll be near the cradle 
of civilization. 
. You'll see awe-inspiring Sights such 
as the carved cliff tombs of Madain Salih, 
created over 2,000 years ago some CJJJ 
kilometers north of Jiddah. 
You'll have plenty of time to explore, 
too, because you'll have a 40-day paid 
vacation and 12 paid holidays each year. 
You'll have money enough to travel in 
style. Your base salary will be competitive 
with what you can eam in the States. Plus, 
you'll receive a generous tax-protected 
expatriate premium. 
That means your Saudi Arabian take-
home pay will be approximately equal to 
your gross pay in the States. 
In addition, you'll be close to the 
world's top vacation spots. Travel through-
out the Middle East. Or fly to Rome, Paris 
and London. Or visit India to the east, 
Africa to the west. 
We'll even fly you back to the States, 
free, while you're vacationing. 
You'll be working for the world's larg-
est oil producing company, and one of 
the, fastest growing. Currently, we have 
over $20 billion worth of projects under 
way in Saudi Arabia, and advancement 
opportunities are exceptional. 
. We're looking for Mechanical, 
Geological, Chemical, Electrical, and 
Petroleum Engineers with bachelor's, 
master's, or Ph.D. degrees. If you're 
graduating this fall, spring, or sum-
mer, we'd like to talk to you . 
Additional information is available 
now in your career planning office. 
ARAMCO 
SERVICES COMPANY 
1100 Milam Building. Houston. Texas 77002 
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 24. 
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Tuition Tax Credit Act 
The Covenant Players entertained the energy con-
ference, Tuesday, October 11, in the M, E. Auditorium. The 
Senator Jack Danforth has 
joined with 42 Senators in in-
troducing the Tuition Tax 
Credit Act, legislation designed 
to give tax credits to almost 
every American who pays 
education tuition. Under the bill 
perso.ns would be allowed to 
subtract one-half of the tuition 
they pay, up to a maximum of 
$500 per student, directly from 
the income taxes they owe. 
"The United States enjoys by 
far the greatest educational 
system in the world," Danforth 
said. "People everywhere envy 
our excellent public school 
system and the rights to free 
education guaranteed to every 
American. Our many non-
public educational institutions 
supplement the public system in 
a combination . which en-
courages quality and - more 
players say that communication is their business. Although Solut.-ons 
the group performs mainly pantomine, they do make use of 
spoken language. The Covenant Players have 47 five-
member teams that travel worldwide and are led by Nels 
Marshall. · cont. from p. 4 
has been trimmed for harvest. 
·KMFARocks The U.S. Forest Service said that 6 billion cubic meters of this residue wood is available 
for use each year. 
By ROBERT BURCHETT 
If you 've never heard the 
sounds of D.L. the DJ and 
Willen the Villain, or Big Bob 
and Deadhead Ed on their "Put 
It Where the Sun Don't Shine 
Show," then tune your radio to 
750 AM and listen to the music 
of the quadrangle radio station, 
KMFA. The station broadcasts 
from noon to mi<jnight on week-
days with a few morning shows 
and some weekend airtime 
depending on the class 
schedules and weekend plans of 
the DJs. 
The station is run by about 20 
student DJ s who are on the air 
from one to ten hours-a-piece 
each week. The only 
qualifications for a DJ are a 
brief training, familiarity with 
the more important FCC rules, 
and preferably some knowledge 
of the music the DJ will be 
playing. FCC testing is not 
required due to the low power of 
the station. 
According to D.L. Bogart, 
program director, most airtime 
is devoted to rock, with some 
jazz programs and a classical 
music show from 2:00 to 6:00 
p.m. Sunday. As he says, 
"We're trying to vary our 
programming a little. Some 
people used to play their 
. favorite songs over and over, 
like maybe a whole show of 
nothing but Led Zeppelin, and 
people got tired of that. " 
KMF A is funded from the 
acti vity fees of quadr angle 
residents, subject to approval of 
the board of governors . Almost 
all of the station's records are 
supplied by record companies, 
freeing its budget of $1500 for 
repair of old equipment. The 
station 's main transmitter is a 
decrepit 8 years old, and the 
cartridge and reel-to-reel tape 
decks are now out of service fo r 
repairs . 
The station is now trying to 
increase its audience, which is 
now estimated at about 100 
students on a good night . 
Record giveaways of single 
hits, playing requests, and 
development of audiences for 
specific shows are some of the 
ways they are trying to achieve 
this. Also, the station tries to 
keep its listeners informed 
about new groups and albums, 
concerts, and other information 
of interest to rock fans. 
If you want to see what it's 
like to be a DJ, or would like to 
hear a favorite song, or if you 
just want a more informal 
approach to radio, KMFA may 
be your station. 
The. method is not practical 
now because there is no market 
for the process. There are few 
ways of harvesting the residue 
and difficulty in transporting it. 
But Mr. Riley has worked at the 
'University of Maine developing 
wood burning systems for 
commercial and residential 
use. The method has been 
mostly trial and error, but 'they 
have developed working 
systems. The systems run on 
wood chips mainly because they 
are more economical to 
produce,. dry easier and burn 
more efficiently. The systems 
burn cleanly and produce and 
only water and carbon dioxide 
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 
Auto Pa~Accessories-Speed Equipment 
513 Hwy. 63 S. 
Discount Prices To All 
Rolla, Mo. 364-5252 
FULL SELECTION OF 
TROPICAL HOUSE PLANTS 
-Cactus -Scbemera -Palm Trees -Rubber Trees -Ferns 
Of All Kinds -Large & Small Jade Trees -Plus Many 
Otber Potted Plants 
We Also Offer A Large Array Of Plant Accessories 
THE FORUM PLAZA 
SHOPPING CENTER 
,, ___ COUPONI __ -, 
I Society of Mining Enginee~ IH~~;~~i;in~ 
I $1 00 Offer I I off With Coupon I 
tJ~~k ~!~~~ !~~! B~~~~II 
L or from any S.M .E. Officer .. ___ COUPON __ . 
important - freedom of choice. 
But today we face a real crisis 
in education because tuition 
increases over the years have 
outdistanced the average 
American's ability to pay." 
Danforth explained that the 
problem has spread to all levels 
of educaUon . Enrollments for 
private elementary and 
secondary schools will drop 50 
per cent by 1984, principally as 
a resul t of escalating costs. 
Higher education is Similarly 
affected. It now costs an 
a verage of $2,790 a year at a 
public college or university and 
$4,568 at a private one. 
The figures demonstrate a 55 per 
cent hike in education costs at 
public institutions over the past 
five years and a 52 per cent 
increase at private institutions. 
"Such costs are well beyond 
as by-products. The system 
runs at about 90 per cent ef-
ficiency with 30 per cent 
moisture in the wood, and at 45 
per cent moisture the efficiency 
drops to 70 per cent. 
Pantomine 
By ROBERT BURCHETT 
An Energy Conference 
session with a difference' took 
place in the Mechanical 
Engineering auditorium last 
Tuesday night, October 11. The 
Covenant Players, a modern 
drama team, used humor, 
satire, and a bit of imagination 
the means of middle income 
taxpayers. In most cases, they 
are too poor to afford the cost of 
college, yet their income and 
resources are too high to qualify 
for federal financia l 
assistance," Danforth said. 
The Tuition Tax Credit Act is 
applicable to all levels of 
education, public and private. 
To be eligible for the credit, an 
individual can be a part-time or 
full-time student at an 
elementary or secondary ' 
school, a vocational school, a 
college or university. Business 
and trade schools must meet the 
basic accrediting requirements 
of the Office of Education to 
make their students eligible. 
The tax credit also is refundable 
if the credit is greater than the 
tax liability . 
to portray the energy crisis as a 
problem caused by human 
nature as much as by a lack of 
resources. 
The Covenant Players are not 
a pantomine group, as was 
previously reported. Facial 
expression and gesture are very 
important to their acting, but 
they also make excellent use of 
spoken language. 
The leader and one of the 
actors of this team, Nels 
Marshall , is the regional 
coordinator for the Covenant 
Players. As an international 
repertory theater group, the 
Players have 47 five-member 
teams traveling worldwide, and 
a repertOire of 700 full-length 
plays and vignettes. 
HILLCREST DRUG 
364-3258 
Hwy. 63 and Hwy. 72 
.------·COUPON ------., 
I SUPER BRAZIER I 
l/Z lb. with cheese I 
11 th & Bishop 
99~ S c: "V Q :z 
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Do YOU Know What the Noon Series Is? 
By DEBBIE MEISTER 
IT you have an hour free at 
noon on Tuesdays and are 
looking for an enjoyable way to 
spend it, the University of 
Missouri-Rolla Humanities 
Department may have just the 
thing for you. Every Tuesday at 
noon in the Civil Engineering 
Auditorium, there will be guest 
lecturers speaking on various 
aspects of Missouri art. 
Missouri art does not mean 
just paintings or music, but 
natural geological landscapes, 
forests, rivers, bridges, cultural 
heritage and even country 
parties. IT you are interested in 
enjoying yourself as you learn, 
read on. 
The Tuesday Noon Missouri 
Arts and Community Series is 
open to all students, faculty, 
people from the Rolla com-
munity, and viSitors, free of 
charge. This series, now in its 
third semester, is an attempt to 
"encourage people's interest in 
the arts, creative activity, and 
aspects of life having to do with 
the human spirit," explains 
Prof. Douglas Wixon, organizer 
of the series. 
Tuesday, Sept. 27, the noon 
series began with the film 
"Music of the American 
Highlands. " Folk music was 
captured live on film from the 
Bershire Mountains of Western 
Massachusetts sung by young 
people around a fireside table 
as well as native lumberjacks. 
The film's narrator took the 
viewer on a tour of the Hancock 
Shaker village and a visit with a 
mountain artist. The rural life 
of the Berkshire Mountains 
served as an excellent in-
troduction for the Arts and 
Community Series because it 
preserves cultural tradition of 
the hills like the Missouri 
Ozarks. "A film like this could 
conceivably be made about the 
Ozarks," commented Prof. 
Wixon. 
The main series began 
October 4 with a slide presen-
tation and lecture on the Eads 
Bridge by Prof. Douglas Wixson 
of the UMR Humanities 
Department. How does the 
Eads Bridge relate to 
humanities and the arts? 
According to Prof. Wixson, the 
bridge has served as an in-
spiration to writers and builders 
through the years, and is as 
"structurally sound" as it is 
"aesthetically pleasing." 
~ Groundwaves 
More good tunes coming your 
way on KMNR. Here's what's 
happenin': 
Tonight, Flipped will present 
Kansas' new live album entitled 
"Point of Know Return" . 
Next week's Insomniac's 
Theater will feature Anne and 
Dick Albin 's "No Commercial 
Appeal " on Monday night and 
Leon Russel 's " The Shelter 
People" on Wednesday, 
October 19th. 
On next week's Flipped, Billy 
Joel " The Stranger" will be 




on Thursday , October 20th, 
Steely Dan " Aja " will be 
featured. 
We would like to extend our 
sincere thanks to the people at 
the Sound Trap for allowing us 
to get these fine albums for 
Flipped and Insomniac's 
Theater. 
Just a quick reminder: Don't 
foreget about the Glitterball 
coming up on Saturday night, 
October 29th . Be thinking about 
all the bazaar things to wear for 
the theme Kosmic Debris . 
TI-IAT~ VERY GCXJDI! 




GOT A JrJBIi 
/ 
The engineering aspects of 
the Eads Bridge were not 
ignored, but presented in 
conjunction with the sense of 
proportion and spirit of the age 
in which it was built. Prof. 
Wixson ended the lecture by 
adding that Eads Bridge was a 
"realization of one man's very 
own dream." 
On October 11, Missouri artist 
Bill McFarland gave a 
presentation on his watercolor 
painting. Following his 
discussion of watercolor 
techniques, Mr. McFarland 
gave a live demonstration of 
painting a watercolor snow 
scene. Incidentally, Bill 
McFarland is from Rolla and 
currently teaches a night class 
on watercolor painting through 
the Extension Divsion of UMR. 
The following Tuesday 
UMR's Dr . Bevridge will speak 
on Ozark landscapes. Then, on 
October 25, Dr. Michael 
Patrick, from the UMR 
Humanities Department will 
give a talk on the music of old 
time country play parties. 
The only exception to the 
Tuesday Noon Series is that on 
the Wednesday of October 2 Joe 
Kramme will present a 
rehearsel of Bach's Magnificat, 
in the Mechanical Engineering 
Auditorium . One may logically 
ask._ when did Bach beome a 
Missouri artist? The truth is 
that Bach is still known to be 
one of Germany's finest com-
posers. Mr. Kramme's 
presentation, however, will be 
in preparation for the per-
formance of the Magnificat 
here in Rolla, December 4, 
which means Bach's music is to 
be included in Rolla 's cultural 
spectrum. 
Jack Conroy, one of 
Missouri's finest living author's 
will be in Rolla, and will speak 
at the Tuesday Noon Series on 
November 8. Mr. Conroy is the 
author of "The Disinherited," a 
novel about growing up in a coal 
mining district. 
Nov. IS, David Summers, 
from UMR, will give a talk on 
his rock cutting machine, and 
north umbrian bagpipes. The 22 
of November, Prof. AI Stein-
back will discuss German 
cultural heritage in Missouri 
life . 
The U.S. Forestry Service 
will give a talk and film on the 
natural resources of forests 
around Rolla on November 29. 
Missouri's forests deserve the 
recognition of Missouri art 
I thought that was supposed to be a ,lumpkin patch this time 
somewhere? on UMRcampus. 
( Ediletters 
STATEMENTOF POL.CY 
because they have long served 
as a place of serenity and 
beauty for people to walk in and 
as a source of great inspiration. 
The series comes to an end 
December 6 with a tentative 
discussion on the MisSissippi 
River Project. Like the forests 
of Missouri the Mississippi 
River has inspired great 
literary writers, painters and 
bistorians. 
As you can see, the fall series 
of Missouri Arts and the 
Community has gathered a 
group of interesting people to 
share their interests with you, 
every Tuesday from noon till 
one. As Prof. Wixon sees it, "A 
university should be a place , 
not where specialists in narrow 
fields ignore each other, but 
where they share their in-
terests. We have made use of 
the resources here at UMR and 
the community, with relatively 
few outside speakers, to bring to 
public exposure people we 
know ,local people, interested in 
arts with utilitarian value, 
which reveals some kind of 
aspect of the human spirit ." 
The arts are for everybody, and 
the Tuesday Noon Series has 
something interesting for 
everyone. 
of year! - Photo taken 
Photo by H. Burford ) 
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the 
MISSOURI MINER. The ediletters section Is the sanctuary of the general public. All 
letters submitted will, as in the past, be printed in 'their unaltered and original form when 
space in this newspaper permits. 
In Reply to 
"Honky Tonk" 
Mr. Editor, 
Last week you printed a letter 
from a Mr. Partney, who voiced 
his disapproval of certain 
KMNR programming, namely 
the Thursday afternoon 
Bluegrass Variety show. Mr. 
Partney admitted ignorance of 
that type of music , and 
proceeded to call it "honky-tonk 
crap". He also stated that we 
could not possibly be serving 
the student body by playing this 
"honky-tonk crap", and that is 
shouldn't, therefore, be aired. 
In reply, I first am compelled 
to ask why Mr. Partney did not 
even give us the courtesy of a 
letter stating his views. Where 
does he get the justification for 
the statement that we can '( be 
serving the students by playing 
bluegrass and country? Did he 
take a poll? Does he have a 
petition? I doubt it. I think it 
boils down to, "IT I don't like it , 




This seems, like last week, to 
be the time of many and lengthy 
concert reviews. Well, having 
gone to see two concerts in a 
week, I've exhausted my ticket 
fund, so I'll have to stick to the 
more mundane side of life for a 
while. But I'm going to get off a 
dying shot anyway. 
After Zappa, last Sunday. I 
went to see the Yes concert on 
Tuesday, Oct. 4. The concert 
had been sold out. and then an 
additional date added for the 
next night, so the crowd was 
going to be psyched out, and I 
expected a good evening. 
I wasn't disappoin'ted, yet I 
felt a lack of the basic emotion 
present at most bfg concerts. 
Yes' technique was flawless, 
they were tight, the lighting was 
great, and the crowd was up, 
up, up. And I was flat. Not until 
the very last encoure, 'Starship 
Trooper', did the band stretch 
out, and have fun. Even 
Wakeman, usually a showy, 
flashy presence on stage, was 
subdued, noticeably, limiting 
signs of emotion to slight 
movements of his head. 
Anderson, always a focal point 
of action, seemed to be 
detached, although he was 
certainiy right on top of the 
music. Howe stayed close to his 
guitar rack, and Squire seemed 
withdrawn , limiting his 
trademark loping about to a 
small circle behind his mikes. 
Only Alan White, the drummer, 
PR\Z( 
displayed heavy physical in-
volvement with the group 
gestalt. 
I just don't know. 
Technically; excellent. 
Emotionally, as far as I could 
tell; nowhere. Yes, although 
I've seen them in concert before 
and liked them, seems to be 
recording band. The music they 
write, although excellent, lends 
itself more to a cerebral ap-
proach, than to live per-
formance. This is, of course, 
unfortunate, since they are one 
of my favorite bands, but 
evident in concert, never-
theless. 
The message I seem to be 
heading for is: Save your 
money, don't go to the show, 
and buy another copy of the 
album that's scratched. Then 
you can get real stoned (eat wet 
cement) and have a good time 
without using gas. Too bad, so 
sad. Maybe next time. 
Now, for my next trick, I'm 
gonna pull a rabbit outa my 
typewriter. POP! Nope, it's 
only a turkey, Keith Wren at-
tended a Harry Chapin bash 
about a week ago, and has a few 
(hundred) words to say on the 
subject, Take it away (far), 
Keith. 
Last Friday evening, at Kiel 
Opera House, Harry Chapin 
exceeded my rather high ex-
pectations with a two-and-a -half 
hour concert that had nary a 
bad moment. The live per-
Door prizes are all well and good, but isn't this going to 
extremes? 
Photo By H. Burford. 
MISSOURI MINER 
formance surpassed the album 
version of every song done. 
Stooping to crude analogy, one 
could well. sat that the dif-
ference was on the ornp.r of 
having sex vs. reading Playboy. 
I can identify two prime 
factors which account for the 
difference; first is the fact that 
-Chapin used his backing 
musicians to better ends than on 
his albums. In the more intense 
passages of songs like Taxi and 
Cat's In The Cradle (to mention 
a couple of recognizable tunes) 
the vocal harmonies added a 
new dimension of depth when 
compared to the exposed solo 
style prevalent on Chapin's 
discs. In general, the musicans 
(all of them top 
notch) were not relegated to the 
background while Harry did his 
thing. 
The other reason is that 
Chapin himself is an undeniable 
"presence" on stage. All 
the stories were made more 
potent by watching and 
listening than by merely 
listening. In fairness to the 
reader, it should be noted that 
the reviewer's altered state of 
awareness probably affected 
his reaction to this sort of 
stimulus at least a little bit and 
probably more than that. 
Chapin was in control of the 
mood of the evening throughout. 
Well-placed diversions and 
excurisions served to break the 
(cont. on p. 9) 
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MINER'S DIG' UP VALUE 
AT TACO TICO 
r--Bring this coupon in for--, 
CHALUPE $1 49 
Reg. $1.79 . 
Expires Oct. 19, 1977 
---------------------A Chalupe is a fried flour tortilla 
covered with tasty refried beans. taco 
meat, cheddar cheese. lettuce and 
your choice of fOl!r sauces! A 
delicious meal in itself! 
1011 Kin/!loihighwav Rolla. \10. 
11 :00 a.IIl. ,,, I :?·00I'.III. 
:~61-;) 17 I 
Alw,g-ys ill sea-sop aJ>,<l ~.asoped ~ plealle 'f- " 
---QUALITY CLEAN ERS 
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED 











Schlitz 12 Pk. 
2.65 
12·12 Oz. Cans 
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(cont. from p. 8) 
pervasive seriousness of the 
songs, which could have been 
inundating. Notable efforts 
along these lines included 
drummer Howard Fields" 
lament, "Horniest Rock 
Drummer," and guitarist Doug 
Walker's reply, "Vinyl 
Woman". Harry's brother, 
Steve, was featured in a 
dynamite song of his own , 
called, " Love Is out of Season". 
Other musical high points 
were the efforts of cellist Kim 
Scholes and John Wallace's 
vocal harmonies. Scholes, 
a relative newcomer, was 
brilliant throughout and added 
some nuances of his own to the 
arrangements. Wallace's vocal 
~DS! I THltJ~ 
1'\1 e (:rOT I ~ 
l3'( 6EORC,S! 
LA~GLITTL.E! ive. 
.,...-,""" , ... u t;T £>ISCOVS R c. D 
nt'; TIl'tlE wARP! 
Russell's Town & College 
713 Pine Street Rolla, Mo. 65401 
Phone 364-2323 
BUSCH ON TAP 
Hours: 5-1:30 Mon.-Sat. 
Open Fri. Afternoon 1:30 
Shaft 
range is seemingly limited only :=~~==~====:::::=:::=:~~~:::::============::; by the frequency response of the human ear. On Mr. Tanner, his :;;:I\~F;:!~~~:!~dr~~ ~~UUO/~ct(!.cDUOO[f~ U~[f[f 
1107 Pine 364-4334 
falsetto bridge on Taxi was  _ - -
nothing short of incredible. V~ F rum Pia a 
(check out the live album) V  0 % 
:~:~:~~l~~~i~U:~::~:?s~ . fJ FALL CLEARANCE SALE 
more volume would have been a Y' 
welcome addition. The audience 
was, by and large, intelligent, 
sensitive, and responsive. The 
teeny-bopper faction was 
noticeably (and thankfully) 
absent. My only criticism is 
Chapin's (successful) attempt 
to foist his favorite (personal) 
charity-cause, World Hunger 
Year, onto an admiring 
audience: Pretty tacky, Harry. 
In short (ha! HWS) a Chapin 
concert is something that must 
be experienced to be un-
derstood. There was never any 
doubt that the musicians were 
enjoying themselves as much as 
everyone else. The stories, 
powerful in themselves, because 
even more poignant when done 
live. If you get into Chapin's 
music at all, DO NOT pass up an 






Wool Blend Coats 
$19 
Pants & Jeans Shirts Coordinates 
~' $8-$11 3-$5 40% OFF 
Sweaters 
$6-$10 
Sale Starts Saturday, October 15th 
9 a.m.-9 p.m. 
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T.M . THE NEW NATIONAL 
national In The Forum Plaza Shopping Cenler 
. it' 
5 national Deli for 
TAKE HOME FOODS 
CRISP 'N TASTY 
10-Piece Bucket 
Golden Fried Chicken 
PLUS SERVING OF POTATO SALAD OR SLAW 
15 PIECE BUCKET ... Each 54.45 
PLUS PINT POT A TO SALAD OR SLAW 
5 
HOT 
Roast Beef Dinner Each S 189 
CHOICE OF TWO VEGETABLES PLUS BREAD OR ROLL 
HOT 
Salisbury Steak Dinner 
CHOICE OF TWO VEGETABLES PLUS BREAD OR ROLL 
WHY COOK A THOME? 
MAYROSE ALL MEAT 
Sliced Large 
Bologna 
IN NATURAL CASING S 29 
Krey Sliced 1 
Braunschweiger Lb. 
REGULAR OR BABY 
Lorraine SlicedS289 




























national Deli For 
PARTY FOODS 




4 FOOT SANDWICH 
5 FOOT SANDWICH 
6 FOOT SANDWICH 52895 Each. 
PREPARED WITH ROAST BEEF, HAM, TURKEY, 
CORNED BEEF, LONGHORN, MOZZARELLA, HOT 
AND SWISS CHEESE . .. GARNISHED WITH 
PICKLES, LETTUCE AND OLIVES 
JUST CUT AND SERVE! 
RELISH TRAYS 
TO SERVE 15 PEOPLE 51595 
TO SERVE 30 PEOPLE 52895 
TO SERVE 50 PEOPLE 53995 
THEY ' RE BEAUTIFUL, MADE WITH PICKLES, 
OLIVES, CUCUMBERS, CELERY AND CARROT 
CURLS, CAULIFLOWER, GREEN PEPPERS 
... DELICIOUS VEGETABLE DIP INCLUDED. 
Let The Experts Do It For Your Party! 
PARTY PLATTERS 
PARTY PLATTERS MADE TO 
SERVE 15 TO 200 PERSONS 
TO SERVE 15 PEOPLE 51995 
TO SERVE 30 PEOPLE 52995 
TO SERVE 50 PEOPLE 53995 
BEAUTIFULL Y DECORATED, MADE WITH 
ROAST BEEF, HAM, CORNED BEEF, TURKEY, 
CHICKEN, HARD SALAMI AND CHEESES, 
SWISS, HOT AND AMERICAN. 
A REAL PARTY DELIGHT! 
": :: . : . . : .: .. : .:. ' ;.' .... > ",:", ',':. ",'," ,', :.:'.,:. ,, ":: ",: .. ' : ' <:';. : : .... ',' :.' .. " 
BUY, BY THE GALLON 
Potato Salads $ 559 Slaws 
Macaroni Salad Gal. 
3 Bean Salad $'599 Spaghetti (Meat Sauce) 
Baked Beans Gal. 
MOSTACCIOLI (Meat Sauce) Gal. 5659 
WHEN ORDERING PARTY GIANTS, PARTY PLATTERS OR Can 364-5152 
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From Here To There, 
And Everywhere 
By PAUL D. ANDREW 
Being young, a student, and 
somewhat idealistic, I found it 
very difficult to accept the 
behavioral patterns of the 
members of the Academic 
Council during their last 
meeting on October 6. 
The Academic Council is 
intended to be representative of 
the faculty, administration and 
students of this campus. They 
formulate ideas and render 
advice and opinions to the 
president and board of this 
uni versity. Wha t I question is 
how a group with responsibility 
as individuals, such as (deans, 
top administrators , and 
professors) can consistently 
fail to put forth the effort to 
attend a whole session of this 
powerful group. I have attended 
two of the last three meetings 
and each time it seemed as 
though I was in a bus station 
with people just coming and 
going without regard to whether 
the meeting has started or 
ended. 
During the course of the last 
meeting the only major points 
of interest, as they appeared to 
me, were: The promotion and 
tenure policy, parking spaces 
and parking lot improvements, 
and Interim-chancellor Pogue's 
report on the University 
Budget. Other reports of 
committees were on the 
agenda, but obviously they were 
not important enough to 
warrant full attendance, or 
maybe not even one-half at-
tendence. 
One must , at least in my 
position of a student, wonder 
just what goes on with the 
personnel of this university . 
People being concerned with 
only items that seem to affect 
their pocketbooks. 
Such an observation is con-
; trary to my opinion and ideal of 
an academic institution. But 
after all, I support that we are 
all human; and we do have our 
failings. I do have a feeling of 
remorse knowing that for the 
most part that the members of 
the Academic Council represent 
the leaders of the UMR cam pus. 
And, either the members don't 
care very much to sit through 
such a meeting, or the 
organization of the meetings 
leave much to be desired. 
I realize that in writing these 
opinions I leave myself open to 
the critism of the ad-
ministration , faculty and 
students of UMR, on the basis of 
lack of knowledge in the affairs 
and procedures of UMR. 
The search for a chancellor 
for our campus is off and 
running againn. President 
Olson has given his approval to 
the members of the committee 
as submitted by Interim-
chancellor Pogue. Composed of 
13 members, the second search 
committee includes more 
faculty members in order to 
give the faculty more 
representation in the selection 
of nominees to be placed before 
President Olson. On the com-
mittee there are six faculty 
members, two administra.tion 
members, one grad student , one 
under graduate student, one 
female , one alumni 
representative, and one 
minority. 
A tentative time schedule has 
not been announced as of yet. 
More on the efforts of the UMR 
Chancellor Search Committee 
will be forthcoming in next 
week's Miner. 
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~diletters ~ 
~ (cont. trom p·71A 
I you shouldn't play it," right? 
As a matter of fact, the 
bluegrass show has a large, 
devoted following of listeners, 
who call regularly . Am I in 
error in assuming that these are 
students and members of the 
community? I happen to like the 
show, and I'm a student. I know 
fifteen or twenty people, per-
sonally, who listen regularly; 
are they, too, ineligible for 
consideration? 
At KMNR, it's true, we exist 
for the service of the com· 
munity within our listening 
area. But service is not playing 
all the hits all the time, nor is it 
even playing only that which 
pleases the greatest number for 
the greatest time. Service, as it 
applies to KMNR means 
presenting a diverse mix of 
music , to both entertain and 
enlighten . If you, Mr. Partney, 
choose to remain ignorant of the 
wide spectrum of progressive 
music available to you, I ask 
that you refrain from at-
tempting to drag those of us who 
wish to lift ourselves above the 
trash pile of commercial music 
down into your private musical 
purgatory. 
As so aptly put by a harassed 
DJ attempting to produce a 
similar type of show, "Why 
don't you put on a stack of Kiss 
albums, and jack off!" Mr. 
Partney, if you don't like what's 
on, YOllhave two knobs on your 
radio; one controls the tuning 
and the other is a power switch. 






The Septem ber 22 issue of the 
Miner carried an article en-
Thursda October 13. 1977 
titled "Stu Co Ripoff?" to which 
I feel a reply is needed. 
Allow me to state initially that 
this is not a rebuttal to the views 
expressed by Mr. Lillie, but 
instead, a correction of the 
account of the Sept. 13 meeting 
of the Student Council. 
In the letter it was stated that 
discussion (on whether or not 
the Council should purchase 
their jackets with its funds) was 
cut short by a calling Of the 
question . In truth, discussion 
had reached- its limit of 
productivity and had become 
repetitious. The above men-
tioned motion to close debate 
was correct and timely. The 
implication of 'railroading' the 
matter was inaccurate. 
However, upon hearing the 
outcry expressed by Mr. Lillie 
and the signers of his letter, a 
question arose as to what did 
the students wish. For as the 
Council is the voice of the UMR 
students, we can only act as the 
students ordain. 
Therefore. at the Sept. 'J:l 
Council meeting, the motion 
was reconsidered and tabled. 
The reps were to return to their 
respective organizations and 
have the matter voted upon 
there . 
On October 11, the Council, 
voting as each organization 
voted, approved the purchasing 
of the jackets by a vote of 34 to 
10, thus ending the issue. 
I would like to' encourage all 
students to express your views 
to the Council concerning tbe 
Council itself, the campus, the 
university. We exist for your 
benefit and our actions are 
directed by you. Your rep is 
your link to the Council, and 
theCouncil is your voice to the 
university. Help us to help you. 
Sincerely, 
Mike Johnson 
President, UMR Student 
Council 
Christopher Jewelers 
805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264 
Rolla Craft-Hobby 




2,07 W. lit;.: 
WHAT-U-CALL-IT 
HOMECOMING SPE.CIAL 
Hwy. 72 & 0 Jet. 
364-2957 
12 Packs 





Busch ............. . • • • • • • • \ 
Schlit~ ............ . • • • • • • • • 
Falstaff ........... . . . . . . . . . 
Olympia .................. . 
Pabst ..................... . 274 
Miller ..................... 294 
Stag ....................... 274 
Old Milwaukee ..... ' . ...... . 249 
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THE DEAN OF BEER 
SUGGESTS ALL STUDENTS IMPROVE THEIR 
READING. WRITING. AND PUNTING. 
~' 1977 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co .. Milwauket>, Wis . 53201 
Fellow Beer Persons, life is full of problems. 
Fortunately, as your Dean of Beer, I am full of 
answers. For example, many problems can be 
avoided with good reading skills. Such as 
.. ,. 
"Danger. Wild Boar Ahead:' 
Many others can be avoided through good 
writing skills. Such as "Dear Mom, Send Cash:' 
However, some problems require more. 
Some problems require special attention. 
Such as " Good evening, Officer. What can 
I do for you?" 
That is why, in addition to the fine arts 
of reading and writing, I recoml]1end you 
master the fine art of punting. Preferably 
with either foot. That is also why I am 
offering $5.00 off the suggested retail 
price of an official, intercollegiate-
quality Wihon: football, with the 
Schlitz emblem. So you can 
practice. (BeSides, no one would 
be interested if I offered $5.00 
off on lip balm.) Class 
dismissed. 
AND SAVE UP TO $5.00 
THE SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE 
OFFICIAL W~ FOOTBALL. 
NOW ONLY $14.95 . 
order with check or money order payable to: 
Schlitz "Dean of Beer" 
Post Office Box 9448 
St. Paul. Minnesota 55194 
Date ____ _ 
--Schlitz Intercollegiate-Quality FootbalHs) @ $14.95each. 
Quantity 
--Schlitz "Dean of Beer" Athletic Jersey(s) in size(s) __ 
Quam;,y (sma ll. medium. large. extra-large) at $4.50 each. 
$ __ Total enclosed -includes shipping and handling. 
Ship to: 
Name (print) ____________ _ 
Address ______________ _ 
City _______ State ____ Zip __ _ 
Offer void where prohibited by law. 
Allow 4 wee ks for shipment. Offer expires March 1. 1978. 
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The newspaper of the Young 
Communist League in the 
Soviet Union has brought its 
Marxist wrath to bear on punk 
rock. reports the current issue 
of Rolling Stone. "The music 
and lyrics of punk rock provoke 
among the young fits of aimless 
rage. vandalism and the urge to 
des tory everything they get in 
their hands. No matter how 
carefully they try to clean it uP. 
it will remain the most reac-
tionary offspring of the 
bourgeois mass culture." 
SCORCHED KISS 
Gene Simmons of Kiss lost 
about two inches of hair and 
scorched the right side of his 
neck during his fire-breathing 
segment at a recent per-
formance in Los Angeles. "I 




• deserved it." says Simmons in 
the current Rolling Stone. "I 
became a little careless. That's 
burn number seven for me. The 
point is that you can never, 
ever. let on that you hurt. The 
audience reacts to us based on 
strength. so if. you let on that 
you are weak. they descend like 
vultures." 
CLIPPED WINGS 
Jimmy McCulloch. Wings' 
lead guitarist for four years. is 
leaving to join the reunited 
Small Faces. reports the 
current Rolling Stone. "I en-
joyed playing with Wings and I 
learned a lot from Paul 
McCartney." said McCulloch. 
"but I though it was time for a 
change. " Said McCartney of 
McCulloch's departure: "It's a 
pity he's leaving. But problems 
have been building up for quite 
PRINT CLEARLY, exactly how It Is to appear 
a while now. and so the rest of 
us are happy to carryon without 
him." 
DOPE DOLLARS .22 
FOR DYSTROPHY s: 
The Fort Lauderdale News ~ 
recently reported that two men CL SSart in: 
who dropped off $10.000 in ._ I Month IiiiY issue of the MlNElt 
twenty-dollar bills at a Jerry "I 
Lewis m uscular-dystrophy ~ \ Weeks to be run: Enclose $1.00 per week. 
telethon may have been dope I ----
smugglers. They reportedly I 
told emcee "Skipper Chuck" I Deposit this ad form In the North door of MINER office, T-l., 
Zink. "Hey. we want to give you . ________________________ --I 
some dough. We can't stick CI ·f· d Ad I 
around ... we·re from Fire assl Ie S II 
Protection. Inc." 
Fire Protection. Inc. is a firm I 
allegedly linked by the police to .. ROOM FOR RENT: All house and appliance privileges! I 
a major drug smuggling .. VERY Reasonable in excbange for occulonal evening IIfUiDg I 
operation. reports the current with 6 and 12 year old boys. I 
Rolling Stone. Skipper Chuck. Need someone immediately! I 
while holding up the money on .. For more information pleue call: I 
TV. said it had been donated by 364-7422 I 
(continued on pg.lS) L~2!... __________ ----- ________ 1 
Through The Pages Of 
My Mind Rib Eye Steak Special 
SPECIAL $2.49 Sun.-Thurs. 5-9 By PAUL D. AND.REW 
How long did they say a 
lifetime is? How much can a 
person see. experience. and 
judge? Unlikely as it is. it seems 
though it was yesterday that I 
was a student here. So many 
things have changed. yet so 
much remains the same. I 
really don't know what to make 
of it. 
Correct me if I'm wrong. but 
isn't the Rolla Building still 
around? Seems to me that it 
was the first building to be used 
as a classroom on this campus. 
Used to be part of the Rolla 
Municipal school system way 
back when. But. my God. all 
these new buildings all around. 
I feel so jittery just thinking 
that I would be just like those 
freshmen not knowing where 
every building is. 
That kind of reminds me of 
the stories I use to hear when I 
was a student at the School of 
Mines. Every year the fresh-
men and sophomores would 
have a free-for-all at the foot-
ball field. Kind of like the water 
fights that happen now. This is 
way back in the early ·20·s. a 
whole lot before my time. Used 
to be a good time. as I heard it. 
That kind of died out as the 
years went on. But we had our 
own fun. Just like the time when 
we helped out the Theta Kappa 
Phi's steal the Sigma Nu canoe. 
hauled it down to 01' Frisco 
Pond. all relieved ourselves 
from the beer we been sippin·. 
then floated the canoe out to the 
middle of the pond. I don't 
believe that the Sig Nu 's were 
any too happy. but. .. 
Been sort of wondering just 
what the heck been goin' on 
around this old school. Seems as 
though things are gettin' a bit 
more complicated now a' days. 
Heard that we don't have a 
leader in the form of a chan-
cellor for almost a year now . 
What's holding up the show? 
Out of this big school and 
country can't there be 
somebody for the job somebody 
who knows how to find this man 
we all need? 
It wasn't too long ago that we 
didn't get a chance to see them 
very much. Slow cars and bad 
highways. you understand. And 
now. how many girls are goin' 
to school here. 7-800? From 
some of the boys .down here now 
I hear how good it used to be 
before all of the girls came to 
school here. Said it was much 
better then. Think so? Well 
sometime when I got more time 
I'll tell about how it was when I 
went to school. 
I've been working for quite a 
few years now. understanding 
just what its like to be out in the 
world. havin' to work to feed my 
family and pay my bills. Always 
thought that this college was for 
learning. apart from that world 
out there. But. what I hear 
about the campus officials 
making mistakes like with that 
Mead Corp. and tryin' to cover 
it uP. and all the teachers 
griping about their paychecks 
and not their students lear-
nin· ... Sad. really sad. MSM 
always had such a fine 
reputation as a school. Don't 
know what kind of name it has 
as a business. Don't make 
sense. 
Heard also of a tale. don't 
know if its true. about how the 
dormitory food isn't good 
enough for some of our athletes. 
Seems as though their coach 
has been sending them down-
town for their supper. What 
about the rest of the kids eating 
what the school feeds them. 
Don't seem too fair to me. 
Getting so that I don't un-
derstand much these days 
anymore. Can't keep up with it. 
just passing me by. I know 
things got to change but you 
tend to wonder if its changing 
for the better. not the worst. 
Just don't know. 
Suppose its just age and 
worries. Saw what I want to see 
- I guess. I'm just an alumnus 





Black, White, Red 
$1350 
Kenmark Sporting Goods 
900 Pine Street 3S4-3S03 
And. what's all this bull about 
the girls goin ' to school here. 
Used to be that all us miners 
would wait for our girls to come 
down by way of U.S. 66 to see us . . Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii&ll 
6 Oz. Rib Eye Steak. Choice of Potato. Texas 
Toast. Vegetable. Salad. Tea Or Coffee 
212~ 
Solar Hair Is Here 
Come in and let us show you 
what's new in hair styles 
"The Look of 1978" 
Carousel 
Unisex Hair Styling 
Downstairs at Manor Inn 
Jet. Hwy. 63 & 1-.... 
Ph. 341-3800 
If yoU don't know what 
this is, you're not eating at 
McDonald's". 
It's change. And you can still get it at 
McDonald 's. 
O ur prices are still terrifically reasonable. 
And you can st ill get terrific things to eat for 
under a do llar. 
Sn, why not eat at McDonald's soon ! 
The change wi II do you good. 
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(conI. from p.14) 
"blockade runners" and urged 
fellow rwmers to do the same. 
When reached at home later, 
Skipper Chuck commented, "I 
don't endorse what they do, but 
they seemed like a couple of 
very clean-looking guys. " 
RANDOM NOTES 
Mick Jagger continues to 
contradict reports that he's 
getting divorced. The current 
Rolling Stone reports that Mick 
was last seen danCing with 
Bianca in Bodrum, Turkey, a 
favorite vacation sport of 
Atlantic president Ahmet 
Ertegun ... ln other foreign af-
fairs, President Julius Nyerere 
of Tanzania dropped by the 
Gran 0] ' Opry to see Charlie 
Pride, who was rescheduled 
just for the African president.. . 
for every Monday night of Randy 
Newman's 40-city American 
tour , the itinerary reads, " No 
gig - NFL Game of the Week, " 
reports the current Rolling 
Stone. For the one Monday 
night when Newman does 
play , it reads "NFL Game of 
the Week canceled. " 
Odeto---
---'----Midterms 
Lord, grant that I may learn 
to appreciate' my professor's 
mid-term grade of an F and 
drop that course, since I 
couldn ' t pass it anyway . 
Prepare me for the rest of the 
semester ahead with all its 
little quizes and term papers to 
tempt me to seek solace in the 
all mighty evils of alcohol or 
grass . 
Lord, help me remember that 
my fellow students have the 
same problems as I and 
perhaps worst ones to boot. 
Lord, I am grateful that I 
have an off-campus room and 
don 't have to stay at a dorm and 
eat at Rayl. I am grateful that I 
have bread, peanut butter and 
beer to nurish my worn body. I 
am grateful that I need not seek 
sol ace in fast women and sloe 
gin. (Just one ' is sufficient) 
Lord, I praise your name 
every Sunday and on Holy Days 
too. I no longer feel that need to 
yell your name at the top of my 
lungs whenever something goes 
wrong , for actions speak far 
louder than words. 
Lord, I appreciate all you've 
done for me, but couldn't' you 
have allowed me at least one 
date last year. I mean besides 
meeting Alice during St. Pats 
weekend . . 
All in all Lord, help me make 
it through mid-terms this 
semester and let me graduate 
and get into grad school so I can 
impress the folks back home. I 
mean, I've been here for eight 
years , it's time to move on . 
Amen 
NntlJin!l ______________ . 
Arnie - What good is a warm 
beer? 
Bill - A warm beer is 
allright, you just don't drink it'. 
Sue - Let's all get a .warm 
beer and discuss it. 
Liz - That's disgusting! 
Sue I think thats 
disgusting , I'd rather have a 
cold wine rather than a warm 
beer. 
Arnie - Cold Duck 
Bill- Warm beer really isn't 
good. . 
Sue - A hot Todie might not 
be bad. 
Carl- Warm wine is the pits. 
Arnie - Hot wine and cheese 
would be really great, but warm 
beer isn 't my idea of a fun time. 
Liz - If you got the time. 
Bill - I've got the beer. 
Sue - This message brought 
to you by Schli tz. 
Arnie - Yea and Siglinda . 
Steinfuller too . 
Liz - We know what you like 
about the poster. 
Arnie - The only 2-D poster 
with a 3-D effect. 
Carl - For me it has a 4-D 
effect. 
Liz - What do you think about 
grad students? I think they just 
sit around campus on their -
and not do anything . 
Arnie - Your absolutely 
right. 
Sue - (Directed to Arnie) Are 
you a grad student? 
Arnie - Yes, I am. 
Liz - What did you graduate 
from? 
Arnie - I graduated from 
UMR with a degree in ME . 
Liz - Yea in the year of 1957, 
you heard it folks he's a grad 
student just sitting around 
doing nothing for 21 years. 
Arnie - The year I graduated 
in was 1977 you dummy! 
Astrangepoppingsoundisnow . 
recorded in the tape followed by 
a loud slurp and aughs following 
that to top it off. 
Bill - Miners exist on peanut 
butter, it's a ' staple in all 
students ' diet . 
Arnie - That's a laugh, most 
miners exist on beer. 
Liz - But they have to have 
something else besides beer. 
Arnie - Oh yea ! 
Sue - MAN DOES NOT LIVE 
BY BEER ALONE . 
Carl - You wanta bet. 
Liz - Let 's look a t the con-
tents . OK, based on true family 
tradition from purest water and 
choicest barley, malt, grain and 
hops . There's absolutely no 
nutritional value to this stuff. 
Where's you vitamin C, vitamin 
B and vitamin E? 
Arnie - In the pill I pop every 
-morning. 
Be sure to tune in next time 
for another exciting column of 
absolutely nothing . Don 't be 
surprised if somewhere , 
sometime, someplace when you 
least expect it someone steps up 
to you and says , talk, your on 
nothing. 
..,..--'P",'" ,. 
Wanting to take that special 
someone to a special place? 
Try the Gas House-Rolla's 
most unique restaurant and 
bar. 
THURSDAY NITE IS 
STUDENT NITE AT THE 
DISCO 
9:30-1:30 
FRIDAY DINNER SPECIAL 
Beef & Burgundy $5.95 
R~member DISCO every Thursday, 
FrIday & Saturday Nights 9:30-1 :30 
THE GAS HOUSE 
. \~ 01w. Make Your 
.-t' \\ \ \ WARDROBE 
~\, ~ t) Come To 
~ Life 
Gabel's Jean Shop 
701 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-7611 
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ROLLO P. NERD 
--------------------------
Schlepp Award of the Month 
The Schlepp Award this 'month goes to that 
illustrious body of sleuths, those dastardly detectives, 
the Chancellor Search Committee. These valiant men 
have searched high and low in their noble hunt for the 
Chancellor, but, alas, he is nowhere to be found. 
Since before January 1, 1977, when former Chan-
r:ellor Bispl inghoff resigned officially, this crew has 
been endeavoring to replace him with, God Knows 
Who. 
Our hea r ts go out to this comm ittee and we hope that 
either that new shipment of magnifying glasses come 
in, or that their blood hounds stop sniffing out 
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Tough Miner Defense Blanks Lincoln 14-0 
By BILL FRANK 
The Miners opened con-
ference· action for 1977 on a 
positive note Saturday as they 
trounced the Blue Tigers of 
Lincoln University, 14-0. 
Once again it was the Miner 
defense that sparkled as they 
never let Lincoln get into Miner 
territory except once: to the 48 
yard line. The Tigers managed 
only six first downs on the 
evening. For the first time in a 
month, the Miners had their 
entire first string defense 
playing, and they made their 
presence fel t. \ 
Terry Ryan came through 
with 131 yards on 27 carries in 
the gam e for his fifth con-
secutive 100-yard game, in 
addition to scoring both touch-
downs for UMR. 
While the defense was forcing 
Lincoln to punt, the UMR punt 
return team came up with two 
big plays to set up the only 
scoring in the contest. In the 
second period, they tackled the 
Tiger punter, Mark Teml!len, 
for a 14-yard loss. Mter the 
Miners took over at their 22 
yardline, Terry Ryan went 17 
yards on the second play for the 
TO. Rosenauer converted and 
the Miners Ieri . 7-{l. 
While the Miner defense hung 
tough, the offense was having 
their problems. Crucial holding 
or delay-of-game penalties 
seem to come up just at the ' 
wrong moment. One time the 
Miners were threatening and 
had reached the Lincoln 12 yard 
line and had a first down. Mter 
an offensive pass interference 
call and two holding penalties, 
the Miners found themselves on 
their own 43 with an incredible 
third-and-fifty-five situation. 
Unfortunately, Kenny Vaughn 
had his second off game in a 
row, completing 7 of 17 passes 
for only 61 yards. Lincoln's 
defense nabbed three stray 
Vaughn passes in the contest. 
The Miners weren't able to 
extend their precarious one 
touchdown lead until the fourth 
quarter, when it was the 
defense again that set up the big 
play. Freshman defensive 
tackle Matt Stone burst through 
the li'1e to block a Lincoln punt 
after another bad ''lap. uMR 
took over at the Tiger 11 , and 01< 
I WJ carr;·'s. Ryan carried ttle 
ball over for the TO. Rosenauer 
converted and the Miners led 14-
o with 6 :02 left in the game. 
The Miners definitely 
dominated play, but big defense 
plays by Lincoln kept UMR 
from running up the score. 
Kenny Vaughn had a pass in-
tercepted in the endzone to deny 
one scoring opportunity. 
Rosenauer also missed field 
goal attempts of 47 and 38 
yards. 
The Tiger offense was 
meager as they averaged only 
two yards per carry in the 
game. The Miner front four 
harassed freshman quar-
terback Greg Parker all night, 
but he managed to complete six 
passes. Lincoln's big runner, 
freshman JoJo Galloway, was 
thwarted and gained only 37 
yards in 16 attempts. 
Penalties played a big role in 
the game, with the Miners 
drawing 13 flags for 150 yards 
total, and Lincoln was called 13 
times for 139 yards. 
Lincoln University had their 
problems the last few years on 
the grid-iron and are in the 
process of rebuilding their 
team. They have eleven fresh-
men starting, ~o they are a 
young and inexperienced team. 
Look for them to become a 
force to be reckoned with in a 
year or two. 
This weekend is 
Homecoming, and the Miners 
will host Central Missouri State 
University at New Jackling 
Field at 1 :30 p.m. Central lost 
last week to an oustanding team 
from Southeast Missouri State, 
40-28. C.M.S.U. was land 3 in 
preseason action this year. 
In other conference action, 
SMS and Northwest Missouri 
State played to a 10-10 tie. 
Northeast Missouri State, Co-
champions with Southeast in 
1976, sat idle. They take on SMS 
Saturday, 
Saturday, in the Homecoming 
Game, the Miners will battle 
Central Missouri State 
University at New Jackling 
Field at 1:30 p.m. 
The Statistics: VMR LV 
First downs 18 6 
Yards rushing 203 75 
Yards passing 61 76 
Total Yards 264 151 
Passing 7-17 6-17 
Interceptions Thrown 3 1 
Fumbles lost 0 1 
Punting 5-31 6-32.3 
Penalties 13-150 13-139 
Top Rushers: 
Ryan (UMR) 131 
Galloway (LU) 37 
Top Receivers: 
West (LU) 51 
O'Oear (UMR) 27 
UMR 0 7 0 7-14 
Lincoln 0 0 0 0- 0 
Conference standings so far: 




Central and Lincoln 
W L T 
100 
o 0 1 
000 
o 0 
The UMR Soccer Club came away from their game at 
weekend with a 5-1 victory. 
Maryville College last 
(Miner Staff Photo) 
Open 11 a.m.-Midnight 
SODAS-BEER-fREE POPCORN-HOT DOGS 
SANDWICHES-SALADS 
UMR Club Soccer Schedule 
Our Chili Dogs Are FAMOUS 
364-5077 
209 W. 8th (Across From Rolla State Bank) 
Rolla, Mo. 
DATE 
Saturday , Oct. 15 
Sunday, Oct. 16 
Saturday, Oct. 22 
Sunday, Oct . 23 
Saturday, Oct. 29 
Saturday, Nov. 5 
Satur r.lay, Nov . 12 
OPPONENT 
Central Mo. State 
U.M.C. 






Rolla 11: 30 a.m. 
Rolla 1: 00 p.m . 
FVCC 12:00 p.m . 
MCC 2: 00 p.m . 
Rolla 11 : 30 a.m. 
Springfield 4:00p.m . 
Cape Girardeau 11: 30 a.m. 
f> ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,~.::.:.:.::.:.::.:.::.:.::.:.::.:.:;.ii=====================::: 
• . • ~'l" """'.'''i«< • 
• jY ~ • 
: /-f! t» \:\ : 
• - POUIn[R " • • f vvv! • 
: \, PUFF bfAfo,ty Alwpp~ : 
: ~~ .. /.,. : 
• ~v .... _ .• " i): • i Wishes The -: i 
! Luck On Their ! 
• • ! Homecoming G,;e With! 
• Th • : e · . : 
· ~.! For An Appointment Call 364-5674 ! 
: Or Come In 100 W. 72 & Elm St. : 
~ ..••.•......................................•• 
WAI;MART 
Miners - Wal-Mart now carries engineering 
supplies. Come in, compare our prices 
and save. 
Engineering Pads 50 sheets 
Engineering Pads 100 sheets 
Composition Book 80 sheets 
Engineering Pad and 
Vinyl Holder 
Engineering form Graph Paper 
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M-Club 
Athlete of the Week 
M-CLUB 
Athlete of the Week 
This week the M-Club has 
chosen two -Athletes of the 
Week; Terry Ryan the out-
standing running back, and 
Kevin Wolf, the Miner defensive 
captain and linebacker. 
Terry gained 129 yards on 27 
carries, which was his fifth 100 
yard game this season. Terry 
also scored both touchdowns in 
the 14-0 victory over LU 
Saturday night. Terry is a 
graduate of Mercy High in St. 
Louis, and is a junior majoring 
in economics here. 
Kevin , playing in his first 
game this season after being 
sidelined with a pre-season 
injury, played an excellent 
game and led the defensive unit 
to their first shut out of the year. 
Kevin is a junior from Chicago, 
Ill. , majoring in mechanical 
engineering. 
Football 1M Flag 
Season Ends 
By BRIAN EDWARDS 
Intramural Sports Football officials for the fine job they did this fall. And Sig Ep is 
going to win football. 
COMING SPORTS 
Oct. 14 - 4:00 Intramural 
Cross Country 
Oct. 17 - Football Semifinls 
Oct. 19 - Football Quar-
terfinals 
Oct. 20 - Football Finals 
Oct. 13, 14 - Swimming 
Finals 













Sig Nu 5-1 
Lambda Chi 4-2 
TKE4-2 
ABS3-3 
Kappa Sig 3-3 







Delta Sig 2-4 
GDI2-4 






Sig Pi 2-3 
Theta Xi 0-5 
In League I action Sig Ep won 
two games to boost their record 
to 6-0. On Tuesday Acacia 
forfeited to Sig Ep. Then on 
Thursday Sig Ep trounced Sig 
Tau 47-0. Third place Campus 
beat MHA 22-12. Sig Tau clin-
ched a playoff spot by shutting 
out both Focus 21-0 and Acacia 
47-0. Sig Ep 6-0 and Sig Tau 5-1 
will be representing League I in 
the quarterfinals. 
In League II Lambda Chi 
pushed TKE out of contention as 
they beat TKE 21-21 in overtime 
by gaining the most yards and 
by defeating ABS by the score of 
34-14. First place Sig Nu 
overran Kappa Sig 26-7. Delta 
Tau kept A E Pi winless as they 
won · their contest 30-20. In the 
only other League game TKE 
handed Sig Nu their first lost of 
the year as tl!ey defeated Sig Nu 
26-7. Final results in League II 
are Sig Nu 5-1, first place and 
Lambda Chi 4-2 second place. 
challenge. 
Phi Kap clinched first place in 
League III last week as they 
remained undefeated by 
blanking G DI 14-0 and by edging 
second place KA 14-8. KA 
earned themselves a playoff 
berth as they defeated Pikers 
21-14 and demolished GDI 27-0. 
In other League III action Delta 
Sig beat Wesley 14-8 but then 
lost to Pikers 13-7 in overtime. 
The top finishers in League III 
are Phi Kap 6-0 and KA 5-1. 
In League IV TEC finishes 
first in the league as they 
overcame Beta Sig in a close 
game 27-20. T J bumped Beta SIg 
out of the picture as they edged 
Beta Sig 13-7 and shutout Theta 
Xi 21-0. Both TJ and Beta Sig 
finished with a 3-2 record but T J 
beat Beta Sig so they are given 
second place. Sig Pi improved 
their record to 2-3 as they 
blanked winless Theta Xi 13-0. 
Going to the playoffs from 
League IV will be Tech Eng 
Club and TJHA. 
Football finais will be held 
next week on Monday 17th, 
Wednesday 19th, and the final 
will be on Thursday the 20th . 
intramural Cross Country is 
this Friday 14th at 4 o'clock on 
the UMR Golf course . 
Volleyball and Soccer start 
October 27. Refs are still badly 
needed for these two sports. 
In closing the Intramural 
office would like to thank the 
This is a cryptogram, a form of code lan-
guage, where letters of the alphabet stand 
for other letters of the alphabet. For instance, 
the words "A CAT" in a cryptogram might be 
"0 TOl:' the "0" always standing for "A': the 
"T" for "C:' and the "l" for "T." Your chal-
lenge is to break the code of the cryptogram 




ZRXOG EH DV 
WHGLRXV DV 
WR ZRUN. 
When there's a challenge, 
quality makes the difference. 
We hope you have some fun with the challenge . 
Pabst Blue Ribbon is the Number 1 beer in Milwaukee, 
beer capital of the world . 
That's why we 'd like to offer you another challenge 
- the Pabst challenge. Taste and compare Pabst Blue 
Ribbon to any other premium beer. You 'll like Pabst 
because Blue Ribbon quality means the best-tasting beer 
you can get. Since 1844 it always has . 
PABST. Since 1844. The quality has always come 
PABST BREWING COMPANY, Milwaukee , Wis ., Peoria Heights, III .. Newark , N.J ., Los Angeles, Calif.. Pabst. Georgia 
.: ~IoJOM OJ. S'o' SnOI03J. S'o' 38 01nCM J.IoJOdS OJ. 
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No.1 Texas To 
Meet Arkansas 
The Bob Harmon Forecast 
The Wolfpack of North 
Carolina State hosts intra-state 
rival North Carolina Saturday 
in one of the oldest rivalries in 
the Atlantic Coast Conference 
and also one of the most lop-
sided. The Tar Heels have won 
43 times in the 66 years the 
teams have met, and six of the 
games were tieS. Doesn't leave 
many victories for the Pack. 
However, State won 21-13 last 
year and does have the home 
field advantage this year. To 
date, North Carolina State has 
won four, losing only to East 
Carolina, while North Carolina 
has won three and lost two three-
pointers to Kentucky and Texas 
Tech. In a big renewal of an 
outstanding conference series, 
the Tar Heels are 3-point 
favorites over the Wolfpack. 
Of course if you're thinking 
about oneiiided series - and 
we really didn't plan to make jt 
.a theme of this week's column 
- one doesn't have to look much 
beyond Army-Notre Dame and 
Arkansas-Texas. 
The Irish lead their series 
with the Cadets, 30 games to 
eight ... four were ties. Notre 
Dame, upset earlier by 
MissiSSippi for its only loss vs. 
three wins, faces an Army team 
that has lost twice. This year's 
game will be played in the new 
Giant stadium in New Jersey. 
And the winner: Notre Dame by 
24 points. 
After three early season 
breathers, Texas really got 
down to some outstanding 
football business last week 
against Oklahoma. They'll 
continue Saturday as they meet 
Arkansas. In the Longhorn-
Razorback series, Texas has a 
big lead-44 wins to only 14 for 
Arkansas. An oddity: In the 
long series, no game has ever 
ended in a tie. The two South-
west Conference powers are 
both ' undefeated through their 
first four games, but as in any 
rivalry of this kind, past records 
mean very little. From our 
"vantage point" back near the 
Hudson River, we're picking the 
Longhorns to beat the Razor-
backs by 11 points. 
In some quickie picks, 
Michigan is favored over un-
beaten Wisconsin by 25 ... 
Southern Cal is 33 points too 
tough for Oregon .. . once-beaten 
Ohio State will whip Iowa by 29 
points. 
Volleyball Team Wins 
Three from LU 
By MAUREEN MURPHY 
We are in mid-5eason of this 
years women's volleybaU 
games. The team is going 
through a stress filled period 
now, having only six capable 
players. This means there is 
absolutely no substitution. 
Each girl must play the full 
Cycling intramurals were run 
thiS past Sunday, October 8. It 
was five mile race with A WS 
coming in first. Zeta took 
second and T JHA took third. It 
was a cool day out but nothing 
can dampen a cycling lovers 
spirit. They pedaled a tough 
race and are to be com-
mended. 
match regardless of strained Swimming intramurals will 
muscles or minor cuts and beheldthisWednesday,October 
bruises. Even with the odds 12 and Thursday, October 13. 
against them UMR's team put Most of the girls haven't swam 
on a good show at their three since summer or longer . 
home games on October 8. Everyone's out there to have 
1-T.EXAS 6--NEBRASKA 
2-MICHIGAN 7-0KLAHOMA 
3--0HIO STATE 8--ALABAMA 
~-COLORAOO 8--ARKANSAS 
5--S0UTHERN CAL 1D--L.S.U. 
Saturday, Oct. 15 - Major Colleges 
Alabama 24 Tennessee 
Appalachian 31 'lenoir-Rhyne 
Arizona State 25 Air Force 
Ba~1 State 33 N.orthern Illinois 
Brigham Young 23 Colorado State 
Brown 20 Cornell 
Cali·fornia 24 Oregon State! 
Chattanooga 23 Illinois State 
Cincinnati 22 Tulane 
Clemson 23 Duke 
~ CoIgate 19 Princeton 
Colorado 28 Ka nsas 
Dartmouth 17 Harvard 
Davidson 20 Guilford 
East Carolina 28 Richmond 
Fresno State 28 Pacific 
Fullerton 24 Northern Arizona 
Funnan 17 Marshall 
Georgia Tech 24 AUburn 
Georgia 21 Vanderbi·lt 
Grambling 30 Mississippi Valley 
Holy Cross 20 Boston U. 
Houston 21 S. M. U. 
Jackson State 23 Southern U. 
Kent State 20 Bowling Green 
Lehigh 26 Rutgers 
Long Beach 27 San Jose State 
L.S.U. 24 Kentucky 
·Louisiana Tech 23 Arkansas State 
Louisville 14 Dayton . 
Mary.land 26 Wake Forest 
McNeese 30 NE .Louisiana 
Miami (Ohio) 22 Ohio 
Michigan State 24 Indiana 
Michigan 35 Wisconsin 
Minnesota 36 Northwestern 
Mississippi State 24 Memphis State 
Montana 24 Idaho 
Nebrasi<a 21 Iowa State 
New Mexico 25 Wichita 
North Carolina 27 No Carolina State 
North Texas 23 Arlington 
NW Louisiana 17 Lamar 
Notre Dame 31 Army 
Ohio State 35 Iowa 
Oklahoma State 26 Kansas State 
Of<llahorna 24 Missouri 
Penn State 33 Syracuse 
"Pennsylvania 20 Lafayette 
Pittsburgh 35 Navy 
Purdue 21 Illinois 
San Diego State 27 U.T.E.P. 
~~~~er~aC~~na - ~a ~;:~~;iPPi 
South'n Mississippi 27 Hawaii 
SW Louisiana 31 Southern Illinois 
Stanford 21 Washington 
Texas A & M 27 Baylor 
Texas Southern 32 Bishop 
Texas Tech 42 I Rice 
Texas 20 Arkansas 
U.C.L.A. 23 Washington State 
Utah State 25 Utah 
Villanova 28 Delaware 
V.M.1. 23 The Citadel 
V.P.1. 27 Virginia 
West Texas 28 Drake 
West Virginia 26 Boston College 
Western Carolina 27 East Tennessee 
Western Michigan 25 Toledo 





















































































































West Va Tech 




Washington & Lee 
Pine Bluff 





















































24 Western Kentucky 
40 S F Austin 
28 Prairie View 
19 Austin 













Albright 30 Susquehanna 6 
Albany State 21 Cortland 7 
Allegheny 25 Wash'ton & Jefferson 7 
Amherst 20 Bates 6 
Clarion 14 Edlrlboro 9 
Colby 15 Hamilton 14 
Connecticut 2S Maine 20 
Franklin & Marshall 24 Dickinson 6 
Hobart 20 Alfred 14 
Ithaca 21 American Intern" 16 
Massachusetts 35 Rhode Island 13 
Middlebury 37 Trinity 6 
Millersville 21 Bklomsburg 13 
;;~~~::bl:;~ ~ ri:;I/~:is Paterson 1~ 
New Hampshire 33 Central Connecticut 7 
Norwich 26 Tufts 13 
St. Lawrence 42 Plattsburgh 6 
Sl i ppery Rock 27 California State 6 
Southern Connecticut 21 Coast Guard 20 
Springfield 27 Northeastern 21 
Upsala 20 Delaware YaNey 7 
West Chester 23 Bucknell 14 
Williams 17 Bowdoin 6 
Other Games-Midwest 
Akron 23 Youngstown 
Augsburg 18 Hamline 
Baker 27 Bethel, Ks 
Baldwin.Wallace 26 Otterbein 
Cameron 22 Eastern I"'inois 
Carroll 17 Millikin 
Central Missouri 17 Rolla 
Centre 28 Principia 
Colorado College 2S Benedictine 
Doane 22 Nebraska Wesleyan 
E Central Oklahoma 27 NE Okl.ahoma 
Friends 23 Tabor 
Hanover 21 Defiance 
Hillsdale 26 Ferris 
Hope 37 Olivet 
Illinois College 38 Iowa Wesleyan 
Langston 20 Central Oklahoma 
Mankato 32 Westmar 
McPherson 16 Kansas Wesleyan 
Missouri Southern 26 Emporia 
Missouri Valley 35 Central Methodist 
Moorhead 21 SI. Cloud 
Muskiflgum 27 Wooster 
North Dakota State 29 Augustana, SO 
Northern Michigan 35 Whitewater 
N-orthwood 27 Ashland 
Omaha 24 Northern Iowa 
Ottawa 20 William Jewell 
St. Johns 24 Concordia, Mn 
St. Olaf 30 Macalester 
St. Thomas 20 Gustavus 
South Dakota State 20 North Dakota 


































SW Oklahoma 22 Eastern New 
Stevens Point 27 Oshkosh 
Taylor 17 Bluffon 





Wabash 30 Washington, Mo 12 
10 Wayne, Mich. 27 Evansville 
Western Illinois 26 South Dakota 21 
6 
6 
Wheaton 24 carthage 
Wittenberg 34 Ohio Northern 
Other Games-Far West 
Boise State 
Cal Lutheran 











29 Nevada-Reno 17 
24 LOS Angeles 12 
24 Northern Colorado 23 
18 Eastern Oregon 7 
24 Colorado Mines 13 
28 Sacramento 6 
15 Southern Oregon 14 
24 San Francisco State 7 
38 College of Idaho 0 
33 Idaho State 7 
27 San Diego U 6 
30 Chico 13 
17 Azusa 16 
29 Humboldt 7 Santa Clara 
Western New 
Whitworth 
Mexico 22 Westminster 20 
24 Lewis & Clark 19 
At 1:00 p.m . UMR's team fun and get a little exercise. If 
came up against Lincoln you have any free time come 
University, from Jefferson City. over and cheer the girls on. 
The first game was very close ':;:::;:~;'~:;':;"'~;:~;:::;::::;~;:::;:::;;:::;:::;;~;::~-i!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. witha15-13sco~e,thesecond 15- 'I • .I!l... D.AA A D.A 
SW Texas 
Southwesterl,"l, Tn (UFriday, Oct. 14) 
8, and the thIrd game, once UD ~ U- \[1J <!l)~ uv.ru. . 
again forcing our team to play _______ -.-_________ -. _______ , 
beyond the 15 point game, was a DELICIOUS I H~Y. 63 S. I MEXICO 
close 19-17. Mter a tough game " MEXICAN I KOLLA I CITY 
UMR chalked up the win and FOOD I CLOSED MON. I STYLE 
prepared for their next match .... _ :..: 
at 2:15 p.m. 
The second match was played 
against William Woods College. 
The team was still slightly worn 
down from their first match and 
lost, with scores 6-15, 3-15, and 
12-15. 
Another match at 4:00 p.m. S HOP 
and it seemed as if our team got 
a second wind. They looked 
tough and played a good match 
against Washington University, 
from St. Louis. The game scores 
were close, 13-15, 5-15, and 12-15. 
Regardless of the work our 
team put into the game, we 
were defeated. 
The results of the women's 
intramural tennis matches are 
as follows: 
Women's singles ZTA came 
out with a strong first. Second 
was A WS and in a tie for third 
was T JHA and WRHA. 
In Women 's doubles WRHA 
came out in first. ZT A placed 
again, this time in second and 
another tie for third between 
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MILLER ............. S151 
7 Oz. 
SCHLITZ. .S1 51 
12 Oz. N.R. 
OLD MIL. ........ S1 21 
12 Oz. Cans (24) 
SCHLiTZ .... . ....... S590 
Great Buys On Y2 Barrels Of 
Your Favorite Brew 
116 W. 8tbJRolla, MoJ364·6131 
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Soccer Club Kicks 
Maryville 5-1 
The UMR Soccer Club evened 
its record at 2-2 with a win over 
Maryville College in St. Louis 
county. The club won 5-1 and 
played excellently on the 
slippery field 
Both teams started slowly· 
and played cautiously until Bob 
Sommers moved around 3 
Maryville defenders and 
blasted a shot into the lower left 
corner. But that wasn't all for 
Sommers, who a few minutes 
later, hit a shot from in close, 
off the goalie into the net. 
The best goal for the Miners 
came late in the first half when 
Jim Whetsel moved swiftly 
around 3 players and passed to 
Joe Gillardi who rifled a shot off 
the far post and almost ripped 
the net on the deflection. 
The second half started with 
the Miners leading 34) but that 
didn't last long. Maryville 
scored their lone goal right 
after the start of the half. The 
UMR Defense of Ortman, 
Scanlon, Suater, Telthorst and 
Sepulveda. Then toughened up 
to shut off Maryville. 
Brilliant pass work by Kevin 
Doble and Brian Grant con-
trolled midfield and kept 
Maryville always on the 
defense. The Miners last two 
goals came on good team efforts 
and hustle by Pat Becker. 
Becker scored twice in the 
second half to put the game 
away. The Miners missed many 
good chances 
This weekend the club has 
games Saturday at 11 :30 
against Central Missouri State 
and Sunday at 1: 00 against 
Mizzou on the intramural fields . 
Quick Preview 
By D.L. Thorn 
All this semester certain 
people have been telling me how 
good the varsity girls basketball 
team was going to be. Being a 
cynical senior, I scoffed at the 
idea that UMR could have a 
winning women's team . After 
all, only five girls played 
basketball last year. 
But my arm was twisted a 
little, and I watched a practice 
session Tuesday evening. The 
girls did look very unorganized, 
but it is only the first week of 
CaTe About Semo? 
Sloan Gets Job 
A man who coached Nor-
theast Missouri State 
University to three consecutive 
Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association cham-
pionships was chosen Thursday 
(Sept. 29) as the new athletic 
director at Southeast Missouri 
State University. 
The appointment of Russ 
Sloan, who most recently was 
director of finance for the 
practice. A great deal of in-
dividual talent was evident on 
closer inspection. These girls 
actually know how to play 
basketball . Amazing! 
Coach Annette Caruso does 
have a tough job ahead of her, 
but at least this year she has 
more top caliber players to 
work with . With good coaching 
and some hard work this team 
could really be worth watching. 
They will win some games 
without a doubt. More next 
week. 
Republican State Committee, 
was made by the Southeast 
Missouri State Board of 
Regents. 
A graduate of Hickman High 
School in Columbia where he 
was a four-sport letterman, 
Sloan played end at the 
University of Missouri and was 
an all-Big Eight selection in 




HIGHWAY 63 SOUTH 
(Corner of Bishop and Lanning Lone) 
999 SOUTH BISHOP ROllA. MISSOURI 65401 
PHONE : 314·341·3020 
Cult's Toggery 
900 Pine Rolla Mo. 364-1248 
NEW ARRIVALS 
The Navigator ......... West 
Raise the Titanic ...... Cussler 
Blood and Money .. Thompson 
Lincoln Conspiracy ... Balsiger 
Master of Middle EarthKocher 
Family Arsenal ...... Theroux 
Forum Plaza Shopping Center 
364-5432 Open 9 to 9 Mon.-Sat. 
MISSOURI MINH~ 
TlJe Forum Plaza 
roasted nuts or jimmies and a cheni cap 
WBLeOMB 601~ 
~e':::' ~1:~;ric;:~:n. :·~~~I:::~~. :~'!t~ce W:::::-h7"k:-h-'-07f th-:-es-e-d7e-:CU:-Cd"-0-us- l-o-p-po:-' n-g-s -(o- n 
one Ruby'.s! This Is the place for serious we cuddle your,sundae In? 
ice cream eaters - and amateurs who 
truly want to learn! While we are getting 
ready for our Grand Opening. we offer 
this sample of our Giant Menu to come. 
Watch for it soon. 
Old-fashioned flavors that are rich, 
creamy and fun to eat. But a word of 
caution: Ruby's is habit-forming and can 
be dangerous to your waistline I 
Almond Pjstachio 
--------------------- -- .------------
~~r:!~r:!~ _____ .. ______________________ . _ 
~~~l<_ ~~~.!_'! _____ _______________ __ _ _ 
~~~p!.~ -q ~!!!. -------------------------
~~~!!_~'ic:~/! ________________________ _ 












The \\Iolerin' Hole 
For a thirst that's hard to wet down. you 
can't beat Ruby's old-fashioned. 
thicccckkk shakes and malts. 
(Spoons served on request) 
~~~g!.c:t!!_ r;:_hJ1! _______________________ Shakes 
1oJ!~I_ ~h_o.c.".I?!~ _C.~p ___________ __ ______ 8::::....:5=-(:'---____ _ ___ _ 
~~~g!.c:t!_ry_uL~':!r:!g!l!_________________ Malts 
C;~~g!.c:t!_~':~~!'!':!I!.~'Y________________ 90~ 
~'29~~'!!.oJt'='= __ ~_____ _ __ ___ ______ ____ Ice Cream Sodas 
~':'J~§~".<! ______________ __ ___________ 95(: 
~!'!<!!~ _"'''.~~Io> _________ ___ ____________ ~~~---------
~'!r:!~_C;~fte..e.. ___ __ ___ ___ . _____________ ~:~ate 
l:~']1_~'! ______________ _ _______________ lemon 
~'=~c:1!. ___ ___ _ ___ _ ____ _____ _____ __ _ ___ Pineapple 
~~e~:r!l~'2~f.a_'!q~ ____ _______ ____ _____ ~~:ir.:erry 
~~~_~99<i __ _________ _______ ___ ____ _ 
~~~~~~~--- -------- - ---------------
Your choice of our rich, creamy flavors in 
a sugar or plain konethat dares you to eat 
full of Ruby's 












75(: £tWFm fS SKINNIE MINNIE HO~ rich-flavoored ~ 
For the tiny tummy, a junior portion ::2::0==(:======:==== 
~~~_ ~ I'.U~I ~~~~~~ll'W 
------------ To help us In our pre-opening period. 
For serious. veteran Ice cream eaters 
only 
Two of Ruby's giant quarter-pound 
scoops of your favorite Ice creams (go 
at.ead. mix 'em up) cradled In gobs of 
your favorite topping' (mix 'em too. if 
you 've got the nerve} topped off with 
mounds of whipped cream. your choice of 
roasted nuts or chocolate jimmies and 




For amateur ice cream eaters 
In any sport, you start off slow. The same 
Is true In the art of Ice cream eating. For 
the "newcomer" we'lI whip up one of our 
giant quarter-pound scoops of your 
favori te Ruby's old-fashioned Ice cream 
and heap it high with anyone of your 
choices, then cuddle It all in 
cream, coated with ellher 
we've created a realty spedol treotfor 
Ice cream lovers. As we ore "worming 
up" our store before the Grand 
Opening. 
For the true Ice cream connoisseur. we 
stack up 4 - you read that right. four -
of our giant quarter-pound scoops of 
Ruby's old-fashioned. 
in our " 1~lnn ·t_h.".~._It" 
out with slices of 
Thursday, October 13, 1977 
364-1303 
bananas and then pour over It loved-slzed 
helpings of thick. rich. HOi Fudge and 
smother It all with whipped cream. whole 





For Ihe kids. we've loken a page from 
their book and creoled a spedol. 
fun-filled !real. 
We take a kid-slzed scoop of Ruby', 
old-fashioned ice cream and. with a little 
quick ice cresurgery. produce a lovable, 
(eatable too) face with bubble gum eyes 
and a mouth surrounded by a whipped 
cream collar that's delidously spotted 
with chocolate jimmies. And, of course, 
we add a festive sugar kone cap. It's 
enough to handle any kid's hankedn', 
without wutln', for only 
65(: 
For the ice cream eot.r who likes the 
standard fore with a ftolr. 
.. ..". 
Oh':h:-:=-:;';jdon;;:.e.~I~o th:::;;'.n. Splitl 
Three scoops of Ruby's rich, 
old-fashioned ice cream each hugged 
with its own delldous fruit topping: ....... 
vanilla ice cream with pineapple 
sauce/chocolate Ice cream with rich. 
dark chocolate sauce and. of course, 
strawberTy ice cream with a 
just-sweet-enough strawbeny sauce. We 
bundle It all up in a gift package of 
bananas. whipped cream, nuts and a 
cherTy for only 
$1.30 
You haven', seen anything yet! This is 
onry our "warm up" me-nu In 
preparation for our Grand Opening 
soon. Wotch for It - and all the 
surprises that you will come'o expect 
from Ruby's where old-fashioned ice 
cream has been 0 family trodirton -
since 1977. 
